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Abstrakt: V práci studujeme popiratelné šifrováńı, které navrhli Canetti et al.
(CRYPTO 1997). Běžná šifrovaćı schémata zaručuj́ı dobrou úroveň bezpečnosti,
avšak pokud může útočńık přinutit odeśılatele a/nebo př́ıjemce zprávy k od-
tajněńı svých neveřejných informaćı, tato schémata selhávaj́ı. Pokud útočńık
zná správný šifrový text, tajné vstupy ve většině př́ıpad̊u zavazuj́ı uživatele ke
skutečnému otevřenému textu. Popiratelné šifrováńı poskytuje algoritmy, které
umožńı vyrobit alternativńı tajnou informaci, jež útočńıka přesvědč́ı o tom, že
byl zašifrován jiný otevřený text.

Obsahem práce je představeńı nejd̊uležitěǰśıch výsledk̊u v této oblasti, konkrétně
schemata autor̊u Canetti et al. (CRYPTO 1997), schema autor̊u Klonowski et al.
(SOFSEM 2008) založené na šif̌re ElGamal a schémata a negativńı výsledek au-
tor̊u Bendlin et al. (ASIACRYPT 2011). Kromě studia známých výsledk̊u a jejich
prezentace v jednotném prostřed́ı podrobně zkoumáme schémata založená na si-
mulovatelném šifrováńı. Zkonstruujeme schéma, které je bipopiratelné, a jehož
obě indukovaná schémata jsou popiratelná př́ıjemcem (ve flexibilńım/v́ıcedistri-
bučńım smyslu). Dále vyvraćıme správnost konstrukce plně bipopiratelného sché-
matu autor̊u Bendlin et al. (ASIACRYPT 2011) a tento výsledek ověř́ıme poč́ıta-
čovou simulaćı. T́ım se konstrukce tohoto typu schématu stává opět otevřeným
problémem.
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Abstract: In the thesis we study deniable encryption, as proposed by Canetti et al.
(CRYPTO 1997). Standard encryption schemes guarantee good security level un-
less the adversary is able to force the sender and/or receiver to reveal her secret
knowledge. Assuming that the adversary knows true ciphertext, the secret inputs
usually commits the sender/receiver to the true plaintext. On the contrary, de-
niable scheme is equipped with algorithms that provide alternative secrets which
makes the adversary believe that different plaintext was encrypted.
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Canetti et al. (CRYPTO 1997), the scheme of Klonowski et al. (SOFSEM 2008)
based on ElGamal encryption, schemes of O’Neill et al. (CRYPTO 2011), and
schemes and impossibility result of Bendlin et al. (ASIACRYPT 2011). In ad-
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gate simulatable-encryption based schemes. In particular, we construct a scheme
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Bendlin et al. (ASIACRYPT 2011) by showing that their construction of fully
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Introduction

Conventional cryptographic tools aim to protect privacy against passive eaves-
droppers or attackers that try to modify or corrupt the communication. Deniable
encryption fights against another type of attacks. Consider the situation when
an attacker obtains ciphertext of a secret message sent from Alice to Bob using
a standard public-key cryptosystem. The attacker may force Alice or Bob to
provide him the corresponding plaintext. In addition, Alice must prove that this
ciphertext was created from the supplied plaintext by showing her random choices
made during encryption while Bob proves that this ciphertext can be decrypted to
the plaintext by providing his secret key. Who can be such an attacker? In some
countries, law gives this power to government — not providing the cryptographic
keys is a criminal offense. Another example of the attacker is a blackmailer.

Deniable encryption aims to solve this situation. When deniable encryption
scheme is employed, the attacked person may provide a fake key (or random
choices) that can be used to decrypt the ciphertext to an alternative plaintext.
The attacker is not able to prove that there is another hidden plaintext.

A different situation occurs in electronic voting protocols. One of the proper-
ties of good protocol is receipt-freeness, i.e., impossibility of proof of vote content
to a third party. That complicates selling of votes, because absence of proof that
bribed people voted as requested gives the vote-buyers no guarantee that their
money was spent effectively. Deniable encryption could help to provide receipt-
freeness. However, a strong variant of it called full sender deniability is needed,
and no such scheme with good indistinguishability properties is known. Even
then the receipt-freeness is not ideal. If the vote-buyer can prescribe encryption
random coins in advance, deniable encryption fails, and other means need to be
used (e.g. possibility to change vote later). So although electronic voting proto-
cols are not the best application, construction of fully sender deniable scheme is
an interesting open problem from a theoretical point of view.

Another related topic is deniable data storage. It is rather engineering area
that tries to design a data storage mechanism (e.g. a filesystem) in which the
existence of some data can be denied. The relation to theoretical deniable encryp-
tion is quite tight, but many technical aspects related to efficiency and usability
need to be considered.

History

The first work in the area is the one of Beaver [Bea96]. He proposed a few
definitions and constructions of schemes that provide plausible deniability. The
definitions are motivated by a related concept called non-committing encryption.
A non-committing encryption scheme is a scheme that allows for a simulated key
and ciphertext construction. The simulator produces a public key, a ciphertext,
and a set of secret keys and encryption randomnesses, each for one possible plain-
text. When the adversary is given the public key, plaintext, ciphertext, secret key,
and encryption randomness, she cannot tell if the values are real, or produced
by this simulator. However, non-committing encryption cannot provide these
fake random coins for ciphertexts that are constructed by real encryption algo-
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rithm, and that is the difference to deniable encryption. Main application of non-
committing encryption is adaptively-secure multi-party computation [CFGN96].

All subsequent works (including this text) are based on the definitions given
by Canetti et al. [CDNO97]. The authors propose various types of deniabil-
ity. Of course, the main criterion is whether the scheme is public or shared key.
They show that shared key schemes are not much interesting from the theoret-
ical point of view. Another criterion is the set of parties that may fake their
randomness. They distinguish sender-deniable, receiver-deniable, and sender-
and-receiver-deniable schemes (the later are also called bideniable in subsequent
works). They also distinguish whether the fake plaintext may be chosen at the
time of computing fake randomness, or if it must be decided at the time of en-
cryption. The first type is called ad-hoc, and the later plan-ahead. Finally, they
distinguish whether the scheme is fully or flexibly deniable. Flexibly deniable
scheme (also called multi-distributional) has two key-generation and/or encryp-
tion algorithms — honest and dishonest. When dishonest algorithms are used,
the users may later claim that honest algorithms were used with different plain-
text message. However, the users cannot cheat if honest scheme was used, and
they cannot provide fake randomness for dishonest scheme. Fully deniable scheme
consists of one algorithm only, and it is therefore a stronger notion. The authors
construct both fully and flexibly sender-deniable scheme. However, fully-deniable
scheme offers just inverse-polynomial indistinguishability.

Anderson et al. [ANS98] proposed two constructions of deniable filesystem.
In fact, this initiated the development of several implementations of deniable
storage systems, and new suggestions and proposals of improvements have been
made [MK99,HKX03,XHK04].

Klonowski et al. [KKK08] studied various practical questions regarding de-
niable encryption. Among other things, they considered nested constructions
(iterative application of deniable encryption when the adversary does not know
how many levels are actually used). They also shown how to embed a secret
message into the encryption randomness of ElGamal scheme.

Ibrahim proposed two types of schemes. He described a few flexibly sender-
deniable schemes [Ibr09a] based on quadratic residuosity problem, and he also
provide a generic construction using a trapdoor permutation. His receiver deni-
able scheme [Ibr09b] is based on mediated RSA, and thus it requires an extra
party.

Howlader and Basu [HB09] constructed a sender-deniable scheme. It is a
special case of the construction given by Canetti et al. [CDNO97] in which they
use encryption scheme of Goldwasser and Micali [GM84]. They also discussed
some bandwidth improvements when one knows the fake message in advance.

Gasti et al. [GAB10] looked for a practical deniable encryption scheme that
would be applicable for cloud storage. They considered plan-ahead schemes only
(we will later call this type of schemes “steganographic”). They also claimed to
develop a filesystem implementation that leverages theoretical concepts presented
in the paper.

Dürmuth and Freeman [DF11] proposed an interactive fully-sender-deniable
scheme. However, a flaw has been found by Peikert and Waters resulting in
inverse-polynomial distinguishability. Therefore, the scheme provides nothing
better than the existing schemes. Details can be found in the updated version of
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the paper.
O’Neill et al. [OPW11] proposed two constructions of flexibly bideniable schemes.

One is based on simulatable encryption scheme, and the other leverages lattice-
based cryptosystem of Gentry et al. [GPV08].

Bendlin et al. [BNNO11] proved that no fully receiver-deniable scheme with
negligible indistinguishability exists. They also constructed inverse-polynomial
fully-deniable schemes using flexibly-deniable schemes of the same type. For
sender deniability, this just repeats the construction of Canetti et al. [CDNO97],
for receiver deniability, this construction is new. However, in bideniable case,
their construction has a serious flaw, as shown in this text.

Chong-zhi Gao et al. [CDB12] proposed a (inverse-polynomially) sender-deniable
scheme secure under chosen ciphertext attack.

Organization

In Chapter 1, we present the basic notation and definitions. We also prove a few
basic properties, in particular the receiver-deniable scheme impossibility. Chap-
ter 2 is dedicated to ad-hoc schemes, and it can be treated as the main part of the
work. It contains constructions of both fully and flexibly deniable schemes, and
the errors in existing fully bideniable scheme constructions are shown. Chapter 3
contains basic discussion of plan-ahead schemes. Lattice-based deniable cryp-
tosystem is sketched in Chapter 4, but we skip the details. Finally, Chapter 5
contains a few notes about deniable data storage and its relation to the theoretical
concept of deniable encryption.
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1. Basic Definitions and Facts

1.1 Preliminaries and Notation

In this section we recall basic notions and facts, and we also introduce some
notation and conventions.

• Basic sets: The set N stands for natural numbers excluding 0, N0 = N∪{0},
Z is the ring of integers, Zq are integers modulo q, and R are reals. For
n ∈ N, we write [n] instead of {1, . . . , n}.

• Scalars, vectors, matrices: Scalars are typed using normal font x, for vectors
we use bold font x, and for matrices we use capital bold font X.

• Power sets: For any set X, the set of all subsets is denoted by P(X), and
the set of all subsets of size n ∈ N0 is denoted by Pn(X).

• Strings: For any set X, let Xn be the set of all strings of length n ∈ N0.
Length of a string s is denoted by `(s). Set of all strings is denoted by X∗ =⋃∞
i=0 X

i. A constant string of length n (string consisting of n elements x)
is denoted by xn. Even that the notation is a bit overloaded in this case,
there should be no confusion.

• Booleans: True is represented by 1, false is 0. Exclusive or (xor) operation
is defined bitwise for strings consisting of boolean values, and it is denoted
by a⊕ b.

• Asymptotics: Security definitions will be asymptotic, κ ∈ N will denote
a security parameter. A function f : N → N is said to be negligible if it
vanishes faster than any polynomial when its argument grows to infinity,
i.e., for any n ∈ N there exists m0 so that for all m > m0 we have that
f(m) < 1/mn. The function f is overwhelming if 1 − f is negligible. We
write f = Ω(g) for g : N→ N if f(κ) ≥ λg(κ) for some positive constant λ
and sufficiently large values of κ. We write f = Θ(g) if both f = Ω(g) and
g = Ω(f). We write f = O(g) if g = Ω(f).

1.1.1 Probability Distributions

A crucial tool for our study is random variable and its distribution. We distinguish
two types of them — discrete and continuous. Discrete random variable has only
countable set of possible values X. Its distribution is specified using probability
mass function. That is a mapping which assigns to each element x ∈ X its
probability p(x) ∈ [0, 1], so that

∑
x∈X p(x) = 1. Support of a discrete random

variable is the set of all values that have non-zero probability.
Continuous random variable over the set X ⊆ R is given by a probability

density function g : X → [0,∞). Probability of a measurable set Y ⊆ X is then
given by

∫
Y
g(x) dx. This definition can be extended to higher dimensions in a

natural way.
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The fact that a variable u has distribution U will be sometimes denoted as
u ∼ U.

Statistical distance of two discrete distributions over the same set X given by
probability mass functions U and V is

1

2

∑
x∈X

|U(x)− V (x)| ∈ [0, 1].

For continuous distributions given by densities g and h, this becomes

1

2

∫
X

|g(x)− h(x)| dx ∈ [0, 1].

We say that two ensembles of distributions {Xκ}κ∈N and {Yκ}κ∈N are statistically
indistinguishable (or statistically close) if their statistical distance is a negligible
function of κ. For convenience, we will usually omit explicit indexing, and we will
just say that the distributions X and Y are statistically indistinguishable. We say
that X and Y are ε-statistically indistinguishable (or ε-close) if their statistical
distance is bounded by ε for sufficiently large values of κ (here ε is implicitly a
function of κ).

When computing statistical distances, it is often convenient to use interme-
diate (hybrid) distributions. By a standard triangle inequality, the resulting
statistical distance is bounded from above by the sum of intermediate distances.
In particular, a polynomial number of statistically indistinguishable hybrid dis-
tributions results into statistical indistinguishability of the original distributions.

1.1.2 Algorithms

In this text we do not assume any particular model of computation, except a
few requirement imposed on it. First, all algorithms are probabilistic (unless we
explicitly state that an algorithm is deterministic). Second, we allow algorithms
to call supplied oracles. An oracle is a mapping that assigns to its inputs a prob-
ability distribution. When an algorithm calls supplied oracle, it provides input
values to the oracle, a sample is drawn from the distribution that corresponds to
these inputs, and this value is returned to the calling algorithm. When the same
oracle is called multiple times with the same inputs, a different value may be
returned. Each oracle may bound the number of its invocations, and this value
is an inherent part of the oracle definition.

We also assume that the model of computation specifies what is meant by
feasible algorithms. Generally, for Turing machines, a feasible algorithm runs
in polynomial-time (in the inputs) with overwhelming probability, and feasible
circuits are of polynomial size. However, a stronger feasibility condition may be
used [HK95].

For (discrete) distributions X and Y , and for an algorithm D called distin-
guisher that outputs values from {0, 1}, let the advantage of D with respect to
X and Y be

AdvD(X, Y ) = |Pr[x← X;D(x) = 1]− Pr[y ← Y ;D(y) = 1]| .

Probabilities are computed over the randomness of D, and over the choice of x or
y, respectively. The advantage is bounded from above by the statistical distance
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of X and Y . Now if X and Y are taken from the ensembles {Xκ}κ∈N and {Yκ}κ∈N,
we say that X and Y are computationally indistinguishable if for any feasible
distinguisher D the advantage AdvD(X, Y ) is a negligible function of κ (and we

write X
c
≈ Y ). We say that X and Y are ε-computationally indistinguishable if

for any distinguisher D the advantage AdvD(X, Y ) is bounded from above by ε
for sufficiently large values of κ.

This notion can be extended to distinguishing of oracles. Let U and V be
oracles with the same input domain, and let X and Y be distributions. The
advantage is defined as

AdvD ((X,U), (Y,V)) = |Pr[x← X;D(x,U) = 1]− Pr[y ← Y ;D(y,V) = 1]| .

The notation D(x,U) says that the algorithm D is called with x on its input,
and it is granted access to the oracle U . As before, we may take the distributions
and oracles from two ensembles, and we say that (X,U) is computationally in-

distinguishable from (Y,V) (and we write (X,U)
c
≈ (Y,V)) when the advantage

AdvD ((X,U), (Y,V)) is a negligible function of κ. In a similar fashion, we extend
ε-computational indistinguishability to oracles. Although we do not require it,
the definitions can be modified to support any finite number of oracles.

Similarly to statistical indistinguishability, we support a sort of transitivity.
It is captured by the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Let A be ε-computationally indistinguishable from B, and let B be
δ-computationally indistinguishable from C. Then A is (ε+δ)-computationally in-
distinguishable from C. In particular, computational indistinguishability is tran-
sitive for chains of polynomial length.

Proof. Let D be any distinguisher. Then for large enough values of κ, we have
AdvD(A,B) ≤ ε and AdvD(B,C) ≤ δ. Now

AdvD(A,C) = |Pr[D(A) = 1]− Pr[D(C)] = 1|
= |Pr[D(A) = 1]− Pr[D(B) = 1] + Pr[D(B) = 1]− Pr[D(C)] = 1|
≤ AdvD(A,B) + AdvD(B,C) ≤ ε+ δ.

1.1.3 Protocols

We only consider two party protocols in which both parties follow the prescribed
procedure. Let the set of parties be {A,B} (as Alice and Bob). The only scenario
we are interested in is secure delivery of a message from Alice to Bob, so we will
sometimes refer to Alice as the sender, and to Bob as the receiver. In the protocol,
each party has an algorithm that defines its steps. As usual, the algorithm has
inputs and outputs, and it is implicitly given two oracles — send and receive. As
one may expect, both algorithms run in parallel until they either stop, or they
call one of these oracles. Then if one of them called send and the other receive,
the inputs of send is returned by receive, and send returns the confirmation of
successful delivery. If both algorithms finished their execution in a standard way,
the protocol ends. In any other situation (e.g. both called send), the protocol
ends unsuccessfully.
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Protocol randomness consists of the randomness of both parties. Protocol
transcript contains the sequence of messages (i.e., inputs of send) that were ex-
changed between the parties. A protocol is feasible if algorithms of both parties
are feasible. Protocol is one-step if it performs at most one communication step
in every execution (i.e., one party is given only the oracle send with maximum
call count 1, and the other party is given just receive).

1.1.4 Games

Game is a tool to connect several algorithms and protocols together, and execute
them in a prescribed way. Similarly to algorithms, games have inputs and out-
puts, and essentially describe a mapping that assigns to the inputs a probability
distribution of the outputs. Unlike for algorithms, games may return oracles.
The main motivation for construction of games is to compare them using com-
putational indistinguishability relation.

For the description of algorithms, protocols, oracles, and games (executables
for short), we use a simple pseudo-language that we will briefly describe in the
following. Every executable is defined using the following syntax:

Executable(i1, . . . , in) :

step1

· · ·
stepk

return o1, . . . , om

Sometimes when we define games, we omit the first line, or we omit explicit list
of inputs. In the next few paragraphs, we will refer to step1, . . . , stepk as block.
We use the following types of steps:

• Condition:

if condition :

block

If the block consists on one step only, we may use if condition : block instead.

• Iteration over a set S:

for s ∈ S :

block

The commands inside block may refer to the element s.

• return statement (it may occur on other places, not only as the last step in
the executable definition).

• Algorithm invocation:

o1, . . . , om ← Algo(i1, . . . , in; r)

Here r stands for algorithm randomness, and may be omitted if it is not
later used. If r is not set before the invocation, it is sampled during the
execution. Inputs may contain oracles.

9



• Protocol invocation:

o1, . . .om ← Proto(i1, . . . , in; r, tr)

Here r is protocol randomness, and tr is the transcript. The input and
output variables are typed in bold to emphasize the multi-party nature of
them. Every such variable has a part that belongs to A and a part that
belongs to B. In fact, it is a shorthand for writing two variables. If we want
to specify a one-party variable, we write (x)P for P ∈ {A,B}.

• Sampling:

x← D

y
R←− X

The first line describes sampling from a distribution D, and the second line
is a uniform sampling from the set X (which is either finite or an interval
in Rm).

• Failing command: fail causes immediate interruption of the whole execution.
Such an event may happen even implicitly, e.g., when one is dividing by zero
or sampling from an empty set.

• Party specification: when describing a protocol, a step may be preceded by
party specification which is intended to perform the command:

A : step

1.1.5 Invertible Sampling

An algorithm A is said to have invertible sampling [DN00] if there exist an algo-
rithm I so that the following games are computationally indistinguishable:

o← A(i; r) o← A(i; r)

r̃ ← I(i, o)

return i, o, r return i, o, r̃

This does not mean that we reconstruct the original random coins. There may be
many possible values of r that produces the same value of o, and it is impossible
to find the particular randomness that was used. Instead, this definition demands
to sample r from a distribution that is close to the appropriate conditional dis-
tribution.

1.1.6 Binomial Distribution

Binomial distribution Binomn,p has a variable that counts the number of successes
in n independent trials, each having the success probability p. Its probability mass
function can be expressed by a formula

Binomn,p(k) =

(
n

k

)
pk(1− p)n−k k ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
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The most important case is for p = 1/2, for which the above becomes

Binomn,1/2(k) =

(
n

k

)
· 1

2n
.

Chernoff bound states that tail probability is exponentially small. We will use
the following special case (for the proof, we refer to Hagerup and Rüb [HR90]):

Lemma 1.2 (Chernoff bound). Let X ∼ Binomn,1/2, µ = EX = n/2, 1 ≥ t ≥ 0.
Then

Pr[X ≥ (1 + t)µ] ≤ e−t
2µ/3

Pr[X ≤ (1− t)µ] ≤ e−t
2µ/2.

1.2 Deniable Encryption Definition

In this section we define various types of deniable encryption. Two kinds of
definitions will be used — algorithm-only definitions, and protocol definitions.
Notions described using algorithms are easier to understand. However, usage of
protocols allows to comprise more types into one definition. In particular, sender,
receiver, and bideniable encryption can be defined at once.

We start with public-key encryption and full deniability in algorithm-only
world, and then we extend the definitions to the interactive setting. In fact,
public-key fully deniable encryption is the only type for which interactive def-
initions are useful. That is because some variants of it are impossible to con-
struct non-interactively, or the construction may be possible, but it is unknown
today. However, interactive protocols give much more possibilities. On the
other hand, the remaining types of deniability (shared-key, flexible, plan-ahead,
steganographic) are feasible without interactivity, and it seems that defining them
interactively is pointless. However, we still do it, because as we already stated,
the definitions are more compact, and the expansion to algorithm-only definitions
is quite straightforward. We still do this expansion for flexible deniability, but
we no longer do it for plan-ahead and steganographic deniability.

We focus on public-key encryption. For shared-key notions, we give just a
protocol definition of fully-deniable case. All remaining types can be adjusted for
shared-key setup in the same way.

1.2.1 Full Deniability

Definition 1.3. Let M ⊆ {0, 1}∗. A public-key encryption scheme (PKE scheme
for short) with message space M consists of the following feasible algorithms:

• Gen takes 1κ, and generates a public key pk. The secret key sk is identified
with the algorithm randomness.

• Enc takes pk and a message m ∈M to encrypt, and produces a ciphertext c.

• Dec takes sk and c, and restores m with overwhelming probability.

11



We say that the scheme is IND-CPA-secure when no adversary that is given the
public key is able to construct two messages of the same length, have one of them
(chosen at random) be encrypted, and distinguish which one the given ciphertext
belongs to (with better than negligible advantage). Precisely, we require that

IND-CPA(0)
c
≈ IND-CPA(1).

IND-CPA(b) : OEncb(m0,m1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return pk,OEncb c← Enc (pk,mb)

return c

For the scheme to be secure, Gen and Enc must be probabilistic. Dec is often
deterministic, but it is not required.

Strictly speaking, the message space M could depend on the public key. How-
ever, in any real example, M is either fixed, or it depends only on the security
parameter κ. We have chosen not to further complicate the definition, and state
it with a fixed M .

Definition 1.4. An IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme is called sender-deniable if
there exists a feasible algorithm OpenA that takes the public key pk, the en-
cryption randomness rEnc, the original message m, and a fake message mf , and
produces a fake randomness r̃Enc. The adversary must not be able to decide

whether the randomness is true or computed, i.e., IND-SDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-SDEN(1).

IND-SDEN(b) : OEncOpenb(m0,m1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return pk,OEncOpenb c← Enc (pk,mb; rEnc)

if b = 0: return c, rEnc

r̃Enc ← OpenA (pk, rEnc,m1,m0)

return c, r̃Enc

Definition 1.5. An IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme is called receiver-deniable if
there exists a feasible algorithm OpenB that takes sk, c, and a fake message mf ,

and produces fake secret key s̃k. It is required that IND-RDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-RDEN(1).

IND-RDEN(b) : OEncOpenb(m0,m1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return pk,OEncOpenb c← Enc (pk,mb)

if b = 0: return c, sk

s̃k ← OpenB (sk, c,m0)

return c, s̃k

Remark 1.6. Let us consider encryption scheme definition with explicitly gen-
erated secret key that may differ from Gen randomness, i.e., we replace pk ←
Gen(1κ; sk) with pk, sk ← Gen(1κ). In this setting we get a weaker notion of
receiver deniability, since OpenB may be unable to find the randomness that cor-
responds to the secret key, but it may be still able to find the fake secret key.
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We decided to state the primary definition in a more strict variant due to higher
compatibility between sender and receiver deniability. However, all definitions in
the following can be reformulated in the weaker version instead.

Definition 1.7. An IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme is called bideniable if there
exist feasible algorithms OpenA and OpenB (with the same inputs and outputs as

in above definitions) so that IND-BIDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-BIDEN(1).

IND-BIDEN(b) : OEncOpen0(m0,m1) : OEncOpen1(m0,m1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return pk,OEncOpenb c← Enc (pk,m0; rEnc) c← Enc (pk,m1; rEnc)

return c, sk, rEnc s̃k ← OpenB (sk, c,m0)

r̃Enc ← OpenA (pk, rEnc,m1,m0)

return c, s̃k, r̃Enc

It is immediately seen that bideniable PKE scheme is both sender and receiver
deniable, but the reverse statement is not true, as show by Example 1.23.

Remark 1.8. Every receiver-deniable PKE scheme (and thus bideniable too) is
one-time (i.e., the oracle call is limited to 1), because by the correctness of the
scheme, most secret keys must decrypt the correct message. Even if the OpenB
algorithm would be able to choose from a large set of private keys for this partic-
ular opening, it does not know which message will be the next. It can only guess
with probability 1/ |M | ≤ 1/2.

The definitions model a deployment in which parties use the scheme, and after
every encryption/decryption, the parties are coerced to reveal their randomness.
Of course, if the private key is compromised (either true or fake), the same key
pair will no longer be used, and a fresh one will be generated.

In reality, the parties are coerced after several messages were exchanged. For
sender deniability, this is well modeled by our definitions, there is no difference
if the fake randomness for each encryption is computed separately or at once,
because the encryptions are independent. The receiver deniability, however, is
different. We could state the oracle interface to take multiple pairs of messages.
However, we decided not to do so, because one can model nearly the same by
taking the message space to contain tuples of messages.

Remark 1.9. For simplicity, the deniability notions have been stated using com-
putational indistinguishability (i.e., with a negligible advantage). In some cases,
it is useful to consider ε-(computational) indistinguishability. In that case, we
call the scheme ε-deniable. In particular, when ε = Θ(1/κn) for some n, we speak
about (inverse) polynomial deniability. If ε is not negligible, the definitions would
not make sense unless we limit the oracle call number by a constant. Without
loss of generality, we use 1.

Remark 1.10. Notice that the fake message is supplied to the opening algorithm
by both parties. If this message is not the same, cheating is easily detected. That
may be problematic in the real world. We may not assume that the parties share
a secure channel unreachable by the adversary to communicate a fake message.
Otherwise, they would use this channel for communicating the true message.
However, the parties may have such a channel some time before encryption or
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between encryption and opening phase.1 Another option is to use plan-ahead
deniability (see Subsection 1.2.4).

1.2.2 Interactive Schemes

Definition 1.11. An interactive PKE scheme (IPKE) consists of the following
feasible protocols:

• Init takes 1κ, and produces key.

• Deliver takes key and (m)A ∈ M , and produces (m)B. It is required that
(m)A = (m)B with overwhelming probability.

The scheme is said to be IND-CPA-secure when IND-CPA(0)
c
≈ IND-CPA(1).

IND-CPA(b) : ODeliverb(m0,m1) :

key← Init (1κ; rInit, trInit) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return trInit,ODeliverb Deliver (key, (mb)A; rDeliver, trDeliver)

return trDeliver

To obtain definition of shared-key encryption scheme (SKE), one needs to
drop trInit from IND-CPA return value. If the number of ODeliver invocations is
limited to 1, the scheme is called one-time. It is clear that if we allow just one
communication step in both Init and Deliver, we obtain the definition of non-
interactive PKE scheme. It should be also clear that splitting of the scheme
into two protocols may be done in several ways, e.g., we can put everything
into Deliver. The definition could be simplified, but we decided to use this more
complex variant due to easier modification for shared-key schemes, and because
it corresponds well to the non-interactive special case.

Definition 1.12. Let ∅ 6= C ⊆ {A,B} be the set of coerced parties. An
IND-CPA-secure IPKE scheme is called C-deniable if there exists a set of feasible
algorithms {OpenP | P ∈ C}, each taking rInit,P (i.e., randomness of Init belonging
to the party P ), rDeliver,P , trInit, trDeliver, the original message m (if P is A), and
a fake message mf , and producing the fake randomness r̃Init,P and r̃Deliver,P such

that IND-DEN(0)
c
≈ IND-DEN(1). In the following games, the symbol ∗ in index

means that we take any value on that position, and gather the variables into one.

IND-DEN(b) : ODeliverOpenb(m0,m1) :

key← Init(1κ; rInit, trInit) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return trInit,ODeliverOpenb Deliver (key, (mb)A; rDeliver, trDeliver)

if b = 0: return trDeliver, r∗,C

if A ∈ C : r̃∗,A ←
OpenA (r∗,A, tr∗,m1,m0)

if B ∈ C : r̃∗,B ←
OpenB (r∗,B, tr∗,m0)

return trDeliver, r̃∗,C

1e.g. they meet face-to-face.
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Definition 1.13. Let ∅ 6= C ⊆ {A,B}. An IND-CPA-secure ISKE scheme is
called C-deniable if there exist a set of feasible algorithms {OpenP | P ∈ C}, each
taking rInit,P , rDeliver,P , trInit, trDeliver, the original message m (if P is A), and a
fake message mf , and producing the fake randomness r̃Init,P and r̃Deliver,P and fake

transcript t̃rInit such that IND-SHDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-SHDEN(1).

IND-SHDEN(b) : ODeliverOpenb(m0,m1) :

key← Init (1κ; rInit, trInit) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return ODeliverOpenb Deliver (key, (mb)A; rDeliver, trDeliver)

if b = 0: return trInit, trDeliver, r∗,C

if A ∈ C : r̃∗,A, t̃rInit ←
OpenA (r∗,A, tr∗,m1,m0)

if B ∈ C : r̃∗,B, t̃rInit ←
OpenB (r∗,B, tr∗,m0)

return t̃rInit, trDeliver, r̃∗,C

1.2.3 Flexible Deniability

A weaker notion can be obtained by allowing two sets of algorithms, let us call
them honest and dishonest. When both parties use the dishonest version, they
are able to provide fake randomness for the honest version. However, the coercer
may demand the inputs for dishonest version, and these cannot be provided in
general. This notion is also called multi-distributional deniability in recent works.

Definition 1.14. A flexibly sender-deniable PKE scheme consists of feasible al-
gorithms Gen, Enc, DenEnc, Dec, and OpenA so that (Gen, Enc, Dec) and (Gen,
DenEnc, Dec) form IND-CPA-secure PKE schemes, OpenA takes pk, rDenEnc, the
original message m, and a fake message mf , and produces a fake randomness
r̃Enc. The adversary must not be able to decide whether the randomness is true

or computed, i.e., IND-FSDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-FSDEN(1).

IND-FSDEN(b) : OEncOpen0(m0,m1) : OEncOpen1(m0,m1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return pk,OEncOpenb c← Enc (pk,mb; rEnc) c← DenEnc (pk,mb; rEnc)

return c, rEnc r̃Enc ← OpenA (pk, rEnc,m1,m0)

return c, r̃Enc

Definition 1.15. A flexibly receiver-deniable PKE scheme consists of feasible al-
gorithms Gen, DenGen, Enc, Dec, and OpenB so that (Gen, Enc, Dec) and (DenGen,
Enc, Dec) form IND-CPA-secure schemes, OpenB takes sk, c, and a fake mes-

sage mf , and produces a fake secret key s̃k. It is required that IND-FRDEN(0)
c
≈

IND-FRDEN(1).
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IND-FRDEN(0) : IND-FRDEN(1) : OEncOpenb(m0,m1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) pk ← DenGen (1κ; sk) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return pk,OEncOpen0 return pk,OEncOpen1 c← Enc (pk,mb)

if b = 0: return c, sk

s̃k ← OpenB (sk, c,m0)

return c, s̃k

Definition 1.16. A flexibly bideniable PKE scheme consists of feasible algo-
rithms Gen, DenGen, Enc, DenEnc, Dec, OpenA, and OpenB so that (G, E,
Dec) forms an IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme for any G ∈ {Gen,DenGen}, E ∈
{Enc,DenEnc}. OpenA and OpenB have the same inputs and outputs as in above

definitions. Finally, we require that IND-FBIDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-FBIDEN(1).

IND-FBIDEN(0) : IND-FBIDEN(1) :

pk ← Gen (1κ; sk) pk ← DenGen (1κ; sk)

return pk,OEncOpen0 return pk,OEncOpen1

OEncOpen0(m0,m1) : OEncOpen1(m0,m1) :

if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

c← Enc (pk,m0; rEnc) c← DenEnc (pk,m1; rEnc)

return c, sk, rEnc s̃k ← OpenB (sk, c,m0)

r̃Enc ← OpenA (pk, rEnc,m1,m0)

return c, s̃k, r̃Enc

Definition 1.17. Let ∅ 6= C ⊆ {A,B}. A flexibly C-deniable IPKE scheme
consists of feasible protocols FInit and FDeliver and a set of feasible algorithms
{OpenP | P ∈ C}. For short, let Fij = ((i)C∩{A}, (j)C∩{B}) for i, j ∈ {0, 1}. The
protocols (FInit (·, Fij) ,FDeliver (·, ·, Fij)) are required to form IND-CPA-secure
IPKE schemes for any i, j ∈ {0, 1}. The algorithms {OpenP | P ∈ C} take
rFInit,P , rFDeliver,P , trFInit, trFDeliver, the original message m (if P is A), and a fake
message mf , and produce the fake randomness r̃FInit,P and r̃FDeliver,P such that

IND-FDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-FDEN(1).

IND-FDEN(b) : ODeliverOpenb(m0,m1) :

key← FInit (1κ, Fbb; rFInit, trFInit) if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

return trFInit,ODeliverOpenb FDeliver (key, (mb)A, Fbb; rFDeliver, trFDeliver)

if b = 0: return trFDeliver, r∗,C

if A ∈ C : r̃∗,A ←
OpenA (r∗,A, tr∗,m1,m0)

if B ∈ C : r̃∗,B ←
OpenB (r∗,B, tr∗,m0)

return trFDeliver, r̃∗,C
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1.2.4 Plan-ahead and Steganographic Deniability

Ad-hoc schemes (fully or flexibly deniable) allow their users to create a fake
message after the ciphertext is constructed. That is quite powerful, but in some
applications, we do not really need so strong property. It is often sufficient to fix
the fake message before encryption.

Two kinds of deniability will be defined. In both of them, true and fake
message is supplied to the dishonest encryption algorithm, and just the true
message is given to the honest one. Steganographic deniability says that one may
deny existence of the true message. Plan-ahead deniability, in addition, allows to
deny existence of the fake message, i.e., one may claim that she ran the honest
encryption with any of the two contained messages.

Let M be the (primary) message space and let e /∈ M be a symbol meaning
no message. We put M1 = M × {e} and M2 = M1 ∪ {(m0,m1) ∈ M × M |
`(m0) = `(m1)}.

In the following definition, for IPKE scheme S = (Init,Deliver), we will denote
by C(Mi,S) the fact that S has message space Mi (correctness condition). In
addition, we will denote by S(Mi,S) that S is IND-CPA-secure with message
space Mi (security condition).

Definition 1.18. Let ∅ 6= C ⊆ {A,B}, and S = (PAInit,PADeliver, {OpenP |
P ∈ C}), where PAInit and PADeliver are one-step protocols, and OpenP are
algorithms. Let Sij = (PAInit (·, Fij) ,PADeliver (·, ·, Fij)). Let

• C(M1,S0j) and S(M1,S0j) for any j ∈ {0, 1}.

• C(M2,S11) and S(M2,S11).

• C(M1,S10) and S(M2,S10).

S is plan-ahead C-deniable if IND-PADEN(0)
c
≈ IND-PADEN(1), and stegano-

graphically C-deniable if IND-STGDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-STGDEN(1). We will often use

shorter variants plan-ahead and steganographic.

IND-PADEN(b) : IND-STGDEN(b) :

key← PAInit (1κ, Fbb; rPAInit, trPAInit) key← PAInit (1κ, Fbb; rPAInit, trPAInit)

return trPAInit,ODeliverOpenb,{0,1} return trPAInit,ODeliverOpenb,{0}

ODeliverOpen0,R(m0,m1) : ODeliverOpen1,R(m0,m1) :

if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail if `(m0) 6= `(m1) : fail

PADeliver(key, (m0, e)A, F00; β
R←− R

rPADeliver, trPADeliver) PADeliver(key, (mβ,m1⊕β)A, F11;

return trPADeliver, r∗,C rPADeliver, trPADeliver)

if A ∈ C : r̃∗,A ←
OpenA (r∗,A, tr∗,m1,m0)

if B ∈ C : r̃∗,B ←
OpenB (r∗,B, tr∗, β)

return trPADeliver, r̃∗,C
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Figure 1.1: Public-key deniable encryption schemes

1.3 Basic Properties

Before we proceed with formal proofs, we present a diagram that captures basic
relations among various flavors of non-interactive public-key deniable encryption
(see Figure 1.1). Primitives typed using bold font can be constructed in an
“elementary” way, i.e., the construction is not based on any of the other primitives
from the diagram. Double arrow means implication — when we have a scheme
of source type, the same scheme (or with only syntactic changes) fits the target
type. Single arrow means indistinguishability-preserving construction — a scheme
of the destination type can be constructed using a scheme of the source type with
polynomial indistinguishability loss only. In particular, if the source scheme is
negligibly indistinguishable, the resulting scheme is too. Finally, dotted arrow
denotes a construction that produces polynomially-indistinguishable scheme from
a negligibly indistinguishable primitive. The diagram contains scheme types that
have not yet been defined.

We also show current feasibility results for public-key schemes in Table 1.1.
The value in each cell shows the range of indistinguishability for the particular
type. When two numbers are given, the first one is lower bound (i.e., no better
construction may exist), and the other is upper bound (i.e., there is a known
construction with this indistinguishability). When only one value is given, the
bounds coincide. Unknown value of upper bound means that we do not know
any scheme of that kind.

1.3.1 Redundancy of Definitions

Definitions of deniability contains a lot of requirements. If we want to formally
prove that a scheme is deniable, we need to check all of these conditions. How-
ever, the IND-CPA-security requirements are in many cases already implied by
deniability.
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Coerced party Sender Receiver Bi
Interactivity Yes No Yes No Yes No

Full ? – 1/n ? – 1/n ? – 1/n 1/n ? – ? 1/n – ?
Flexible negl negl negl negl negl negl
Plan-ahead negl negl negl negl negl negl
Steganographic negl negl negl negl negl negl

Table 1.1: Feasibility results for public-key schemes

Lemma 1.19. Flexibly receiver- or bideniable PKE scheme with non-interactive
Init protocol has indistinguishable public keys generated honestly and dishonestly.
This fact can be proved without using IND-CPA-security of induced schemes.

Proof. Follows directly from deniability by dropping oracle ODeliverOpen from
the game output. Because no adversary exists for the original game, the same is
true for the restricted games.

The following proposition was proved by O’Neill et al. [OPW11] in the non-
interactive case, and by Canetti et al. [CDNO97] in the fully-deniable case. We
will prove it in a general setting, and then we will show that our assumptions
cannot be further weakened.

Proposition 1.20. Let us consider the definitions of public-key flexible deniabil-
ity without the requirement that induced schemes are IND-CPA-secure. Let S be
C-deniable, and Sij be an induced scheme. Then Sij is secure, if at least one of
the following conditions is satisfied:

• S is non-interactive,

• i = j, i.e., the induced scheme is not mixed, in particular, if S is fully
deniable,

• |C| = 1.

The limit of calls to the oracle ODeliver is the same as the limit of ODeliverOpen
calls.

Proof. Just for this proof, let IND-CPA(Scd, b) stand for the security game with
the scheme Scd, c, d ∈ {0, 1}.

At first, let C = {A}. We will prove security for S10 = S11. If IND-CPA(S10, 0) 6
c
≈

IND-CPA(S10, 1), then IND-CPA(S10, 0) 6
c
≈ IND-CPA(S00, 1) or IND-CPA(S00, 1) 6

c
≈

IND-CPA(S10, 1). In the first case, we have a distinguisher D1 that may be used
to construct a distinguisher D′1 for IND-DEN. The distinguisher D′1 calls D1, its
requests to ODeliver(m0,m1) forwards as ODeliverOpen(m0,m1), and truncates
the return value to contain just the ciphertext. In the second case, the situ-
ation is similar with the only difference that we emulate ODeliver(m0,m1) by
ODeliverOpen(m1,m1). The case C = {B} is done in the same way, as well as the
non-mixed schemes for C = {A,B}.

It remains to prove the non-interactive bideniable case and mixed schemes.

Let IND-CPA(S01, 0) 6
c
≈ IND-CPA(S01, 1), then
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1. IND-CPA(S01, 0) 6
c
≈ IND-CPA(S00, 0), or

2. IND-CPA(S00, 0) 6
c
≈ IND-CPA(S11, 1), or

3. IND-CPA(S11, 1) 6
c
≈ IND-CPA(S01, 1).

In the first case, the public keys are indistinguishable by Lemma 1.19. Moreover,
Deliver can be simulated with the knowledge of the public key, because it is non-
interactive (receiver cannot use its private key in any way). Thus, the case 1
cannot occur. The case 2 is just a restriction of deniability. Finally, in 3 the
oracle ODeliver(m0,m1) can be again fully simulated using ODeliverOpen(m1,m1).

Proof for the scheme S10 is similar, the only new case is IND-CPA(S11, 1) 6
c
≈

IND-CPA(S10, 1), and that follows from indistinguishability of public keys.

Remark 1.21. One may ask if the difficulties to prove the above lemma in general
case means that there exists an interactive scheme that is bideniable (when the
definition does not contain security conditions), but the mixed schemes are not
secure. The answer is yes. Let S be flexibly bideniable with message space {0, 1}.
We will construct a new scheme S ′. The protocol Init′ is the same as Init. The
protocol Deliver′ works as follows. At first, it invokes the regular Deliver. Then,
it invokes Init with the swapped roles of A and B, and uses the newly gained
key pair to deliver the bit j to A. Then, A sends to B the values b = i ⊕ j and
m · b in plaintext. It is immediately seen that the mixed schemes are not secure.
However, deniability is satisfied, because deniability game does not involve mixed
schemes, and the value j can be faked to 0. This example shows that interactive
flexible schemes are strange. Fortunately, flexible bideniability can be achieved
non-interactively.

Remark 1.22. Let us consider the shared-key flavor. Even if we restrict ourselves
to the non-interactive case, B may send to A the value j as a part of Init, and
A may intentionally break the security of mixed schemes as shown in the above
remark. However, for symmetric schemes i = j, the same proof as in the public-
key case is applicable.

Plan-ahead and steganographic cases are more complicated. As an example,
in steganographic case, a scheme that sends the first message in plain-text and
second message encrypted satisfies deniability condition, but it is obviously not
secure. It is usually easier to prove security of plan-ahead and steganographic
schemes directly, so the discussion of implications of plan-ahead and stegano-
graphic deniability condition is left as an open problem.

1.3.2 Reductions among Notions of Deniability

Full deniability implies flexible deniability, and plan-ahead deniability implies
steganographic deniability, both retaining the scheme parameters. Public-key
scheme is a special case of shared-key scheme. Non-interactive schemes are a
special case of interactive schemes. Even for non-reusable schemes, one may
get message space of arbitrary (polynomially-bounded) length by generation of
enough keys (i.e., by repetition of the scheme).

In the interactive setting, existence of a (full or flexible) sender deniable
scheme implies existence of a receiver deniable scheme and vice versa. This was
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observed by Canetti et al. [CDNO97]. A sender deniable scheme may be used by
the receiver to send a random bit b, and then the true message is sent as m⊕ b.
This new scheme is receiver-deniable. Exactly the same reduction works in the
opposite direction.

Full bideniability implies both sender and receiver deniability, but the reverse
is not true, as show by the following example.

Example 1.23. If sender-deniability implied bideniability, then appending the
value of a collision-resistant hash function of Gen randomness to the public key
would not harm sender deniability. However, it destroys receiver deniability, as
the receiver commits to the randomness, a contradiction. The same argument
shows that receiver-deniability does not imply bideniability.

Now let M = {0, 1}, and let us take sender-deniable scheme GenA, EncA, DecA,
OpenA that is not receiver-deniable, and receiver-deniable scheme GenB, EncB,
DecB, OpenB that is not sender-deniable. Then we construct algorithms Gen,
Enc, Dec, Open′A, Open′B as follows. Gen executes both GenA and GenB, and con-

catenates the outputs. Enc samples b
R←− {0, 1}, and runs EncA(b) and EncB(m⊕b).

Dec decrypts both parts of ciphertext, and xors them to get the original message.
Open′A provides true randomness for EncB and fake for EncA while Open′B works
in a reverse way. It is clear that the scheme is both sender deniable and receiver
deniable, but it is not bideniable, because revealing randomness of both parties
is not possible.

In the flexible setting, bideniability implies sender deniability, but not receiver
deniability.

Proposition 1.24 (O’Neill et al. [OPW11]). A non-interactive flexibly bideniable
PKE scheme is flexibly sender deniable. More precisely, let S = (Init,Deliver)
be a flexibly bideniable scheme. For j ∈ {0, 1}, let us consider the schemes
Sj = (Init(·, ·, (j)B),Deliver(·, ·, ·, (j)B), i.e., each Sj has fixed flexibility bit of the
receiver. If S is flexibly bideniable, then Sj is flexibly sender-deniable for any
j ∈ {0, 1}.

Proof. Just for this proof, let IND-DEN (Sij, b) stand for sender deniability game
with induced scheme Sij (instead of the standard choice Sbb).

It follows from bideniability that IND-DEN (S00, 0)
c
≈ IND-DEN (S11, 1). From

Lemma 1.19 we get IND-DEN (S11, 1)
c
≈ IND-DEN (S10, 1) and IND-DEN (S00, 0)

c
≈

IND-DEN (S01, 0). Therefore, we have IND-DEN (S00, 0)
c
≈ IND-DEN (S10, 1) and

IND-DEN (S01, 0)
c
≈ IND-DEN (S11, 1) as desired.

For receiver deniability, the above proposition does not hold, as observed
by O’Neill et al. [OPW11]. Receiver need not be able to deny messages for
honestly generated ciphertexts. As an example, we mention the scheme based on
translucent sets (Theorem 2.3). By fixing any of the encryption algorithms, the
receiver is able to fake just in one direction. For honest encryption, he can fake
1 to 0, and for dishonest encryption he can fake 0 to 1. However, the scheme
based on simulatable encryption (Theorem 2.20) supports faking of both honest
and dishonest ciphertexts.

In the flexible interactive setup, bideniability no longer implies sender de-
niability. Let us consider a flexibly bideniable scheme S1 that is not flexibly
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receiver-deniable. We construct a scheme S2 which is identical to S1 except that
the roles of A and B are swapped. Finally, we create a scheme S3 that runs S2

in such a way that it delivers a random bit b from B to A, and then A sends
b⊕m to B in plaintext. The scheme S3 is flexibly bideniable. If S3 was flexibly
sender-deniable, then S1 would be flexibly receiver-deniable, a contradiction.

Shared-key schemes do not support such reductions. That is because receiver
may pass the value j to the sender (j is a part of the private key). Encryption
algorithm may send i⊕ j in plaintext. If the original scheme is bideniable, then
the new scheme is too. However, it is no longer sender-deniable, because j is
fixed, and i identifies the type of scheme to the adversary.

To conclude this part, we argue that the same approach as done for ad-hoc
schemes works for plan-ahead and steganographic deniability. In particular, any
bideniable plan-ahead scheme is plan-ahead sender deniable.

1.3.3 Bounds

We start with an easy observation about receiver deniability. It is an analogy of
the requirement that any perfectly secure scheme must have the key at least as
long as the message.

Lemma 1.25 (O’Neill et al. [OPW11]). A flexibly receiver or bideniable PKE
scheme with message space M must have at least |M | − negl(κ) secret keys cor-
responding to pk.

Proof. Each fake message requires different (fake) secret key that correctly de-
crypts the ciphertext. If there is a non-negligible part of all messages that does
not have such a private key, then one of these messages can be found by random
guessing.

Now we proceed to the impossibility of non-interactive receiver deniability.
We emphasize that the argument works even for the weaker version of receiver
deniability in which secret key does not coincide with receiver randomness.

Lemma 1.26 (Bendlin et al. [BNNO11]). Let S = (Gen,Enc,Dec,OpenB) be ε-
receiver-deniable (non-interactive) PKE scheme. Let us construct a new scheme
Sn = (Gen,Encn,Decn,OpennB) (n is polynomial in κ) in the following way:

Encn(pk,m1, . . . ,mn) : Decn(sk, c) : OpennB(sk, c, m̃) :

sk0 ← sk

for i ∈ [n] : for i ∈ [n] : for i ∈ [n] :

ci ← Enc(pk,mi) mi ← Dec(sk, ci) ski ← OpenB(ski−1, ci, m̃i)

return c return m return skn

Then Sn is nε-receiver-deniable PKE scheme.

Proof. We construct a set of simulators of the game IND-RDEN for the scheme Sn.
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The simulators will use a game IND-RDEN of the scheme S. Let i ∈ [n]:

IND-RDEN
(n)
i (IND-RDEN) :

pk,OEncOpen← IND-RDEN()

return pk,OEncOpen
(n)
i,OEncOpen

OEncOpen
(n)
i,OEncOpen(m0,0, . . . ,m0,n,m1,0, . . . ,m1,n) :

for j ∈ [i− 1] : cj ← Enc(pk,m0,j)

ci, ski ← OEncOpen(m0,i,m1,i)

for j ∈ [n] \ [i] :

cj ← Enc(pk,m1,j)

skj ← OpenB(skj−1, cj,m0,j)

return c, skn

Let us write IND-RDEN
(n)
i (b) instead of IND-RDEN

(n)
i (IND-RDEN(b)) for short.

Any distinguisher for IND-RDEN could use any of these simulators, so we de-
duce that IND-RDEN

(n)
i (b) for b ∈ {0, 1} are ε-computationally indistinguish-

able. Now by definition of the simulators, IND-RDEN
(n)
i−1(0) produce the same

output distribution as IND-RDEN
(n)
i (1). Finally, the standard receiver denia-

bility game for Sn is IND-RDEN(n), where IND-RDEN(n)(0) = IND-RDEN(n)
n (0)

and IND-RDEN(n)(1) = IND-RDEN
(n)
1 (1). Now we see that IND-RDEN(n)(0) and

IND-RDEN(n)(1) are connected through n−1 intermediate hybrids IND-RDEN
(n)
i (0)

(i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}), and every two adjacent hybrids are ε-computationally indis-
tinguishable. Thus, we get the result by applying Lemma 1.1.

Theorem 1.27 (Bendlin et al. [BNNO11]). Let S be ε-receiver-deniable (non-
interactive) PKE scheme with maximum length of secret key σ(κ). Then ε ≥

1
2(σ(κ)+1)

(up to a negligible function). In particular, there is no receiver-deniable

(non-interactive) PKE scheme.

Proof. Let n = σ(κ) + 1. By Lemma 1.26, the scheme Sn is nε-receiver deniable.
Let p(κ) = Pr[G(κ, sk, r) = 1] (G is defined below). By nε-receiver deniability
of Sn, we have p(κ) ≥ 1 − nε, up to a negligible function. For each κ, let
(skκ, rκ) = arg maxsk,rEnc Pr[G(κ, sk, rEnc) = 1]. Let H(κ) = G(κ, skκ, rκ). Clearly
q(κ) = Pr[H(κ) = 1] ≥ 1− nε(κ) (up to a negligible function).

G(κ, sk, rEnc) : H(κ) :

pk ← Gen(1κ; sk) pk ← Gen(1κ; skκ)

m
R←− {0, 1}n \ {0n} m

R←− {0, 1}n \ {0n}
c← Encn(pk, 0n; rEnc) cκ ← Encn(pk, 0n; rκ)

s̃k ← OpennB(sk, c,m) s̃k ← OpennB(skκ, cκ,m)

m′ ← Decn(s̃k, c) m′ ← Decn(s̃k, cκ)

return m = m′ return m = m′

As we can see, the value cκ is fixed in H for each κ. The value m′ only depends
on s̃k and Decn randomness, if any. Because length of s̃k is at most σ(κ), we
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have that q(κ) ≤ 2σ(κ)−n ≤ 1/2. From these bounds on q(κ), we may conclude
that 1− (σ(κ) + 1)ε(κ) ≤ 1/2, so 1/(2σ(κ) + 2) ≤ ε(κ), as desired.

In particular, if ε is negligible, then σ(κ) is superpolynomial. We have a
contradiction to the fact that Gen is a polynomial-time algorithm. Therefore, no
receiver-deniable scheme exists.
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2. Constructions of Ad-hoc
Schemes

Currently there are two basic ways how to obtain ad-hoc public-key deniable
encryption — translucent sets and simulatable encryption. Basically, translucent
set scheme produces sender deniability whereas simulatable encryption scheme
gives receiver deniability. In some cases, both approaches can be extended to
support bideniability. When this happen, translucent-set based approach is more
efficient.

At first, we present one-time pad as a good example of shared-key schemes
in Section 2.1. For the rest of the chapter, we will be concerned with public-
key schemes only. In Section 2.2, we discuss translucent-set based approach.
Section 2.3 is dedicated to simulatable encryption approach.

2.1 One-time Pad

A trivial example of shared-key non-interactive fully bideniable scheme is one-
time pad. Both key space and message space equal to {0, 1}n, the key is sampled
uniformly. Each key may be used only once. Both encryption and decryption
algorithms just xor their inputs — key and plain/ciphertext. Faking algorithm,
given the key k, ciphertext c, and a fake message mf , computes k̃ = c⊕mf . We
can see that faking algorithm does not use the original key k.

To prove deniability, for any fixed m0,m1 ∈ {0, 1}n, consider tuples (m0⊕k, k)
and (m1⊕k,m1⊕k⊕m0). The first tuple is the ciphertext and key in the honest
encryption of m0, the second tuple is an encryption of m1 faked as an encryption
of m0. The indistinguishability is obvious, because in both cases, the second part
of the tuple is uniformly random, and the first part is the second part xor m0.

2.2 Translucent Sets and Related Concepts

2.2.1 Translucent Set Scheme and Flexible Deniability

Translucent set scheme is a specific weakening of flexible deniability in which only
one direction of faking is required (we choose faking the encryption of 1 as 0).
Construction of such a primitive is substantially easier, and it also points to the
origin of the name “translucent set”.

Imagine a large set U with a sparse but still big subset T . Using only public
information, one may sample from both U and T . However, without knowledge
of trapdoor, the adversary may not distinguish U -samples from T -samples. An
U -sample represents 0, and a T -sample represents 1. We defer the details. At
first, we will give a formal definition and show how to use translucent sets to con-
struct both fully and flexibly deniable schemes. However, in the receiver-deniable
setting, it seems that no useful constructible weakening of flexible deniability
could be defined. Instead, we follow the approach of Bendlin et al. [BNNO11],
and base the construction of fully receiver-deniable scheme on a flexible one.
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Definition 2.1. Let {A} ⊆ C ⊆ {A,B}. A C-translucent set scheme (C-TS)
consists of feasible one-step protocols TSInit, TSDeliver, and a set of algorithms
{TSOpenP | P ∈ C}. For short, let Tj = (j)C∩{B} for j ∈ {0, 1}. Let Tj =
(TSInit(·, Tj),TSDeliver(·, ·)). We require that Tj forms IND-CPA-secure IPKE
scheme for message space {0, 1}. Furthermore, one-directional faking condition

IND-TSDEN(0)
c
≈ IND-TSDEN(1) must hold.

IND-TSDEN(b) : ODeliverOpenb() :

key← TSInit(1κ, Tb; TSDeliver (key, (b)A, Tb; rTSDeliver, trTSDeliver)

rTSInit, trTSInit) if b = 0: return trTSDeliver, r∗,C

return trTSInit,ODeliverOpenb forP ∈ C :

r̃∗,P ← TSOpenP (r∗,P , tr∗)

return trTSDeliver, r̃∗,C

For simplicity, {A}-TS is called (sender) translucent set, and {A,B}-TS is called
bitranslucent set.

The following construction just states that translucent set scheme definition
is a relaxation of flexible deniability.

Proposition 2.2. Let A ∈ C, and let S be a flexibly C-deniable PKE scheme
(with standard protocol names, all protocols are one-step). Then the following
protocols form a C-TS scheme T (where ? means that arbitrary choice can be
made, as the value is ignored).

TSInit(1κ, Tb) : TSDeliver(key, (b)A, Tb) :

FInit(1κ, F?b) FDeliver(key, (b)A, Tb?)

TSOpenA(r∗,A, tr∗) : TSOpenB(r∗,B, tr∗) :

OpenA(r∗,A, tr∗, 1, 0) OpenB(r∗,B, tr∗, 0)

Proof. Everything follows immediately from definitions.

In the following construction we combine flexible sender-deniable scheme of
Canetti et al. [CDNO97] and flexible bideniable scheme of O’Neill et al. [OPW11].
Because TS scheme allows the particular party to fake 1 to 0, we encode 0 as
11 in dishonest version and as 00 in honest version, and we encode 1 as 10 in
both versions. Notice that parity of the transfered bit string corresponds to the
message. Formal statement follows.

Theorem 2.3. Let T be a C-TS scheme. Then the following protocols form a
flexibly C-deniable PKE scheme S.

FInit(1κ, Fij) : FDeliver(key0,key1, (m)A , Fij) :

key0 ← TSInit(1κ, Tj; A : (a0)A ← max{m, i}
rInit,0, trInit,0) A : (a1)A ← a0 ⊕m

key1 ← TSInit(1κ, Tj; (a0)B ← TSDeliver (key0, (a0)A ; rDeliver,0, trDeliver,0)

rInit,1, trInit,1) (a1)B ← TSDeliver (key1, (a1)A ; rDeliver,1, trDeliver,1)

return key0,key1 return (a0 ⊕ a1)B
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OpenA(r∗,∗,A, tr∗,m1,m0) : OpenB(r∗,∗,B, tr∗,m0) :

compute m1 from r∗,∗,B and tr∗

if(m1,m0) = (1, 1) : return r∗,∗,A if(m1,m0) = (1, 1) : return r∗,∗,B

ifm0 = 0: ifm0 = 0:

r̃∗,0,A ← TSOpenA(r∗,0,A, tr∗,0) r̃∗,0,B ← TSOpenB(r∗,0,B, tr∗,0)

else : r̃∗,0,A ← r∗,0,A else : r̃∗,0,B ← r∗,0,B

ifm1 = 0: ifm1 = 0:

r̃∗,1,A ← TSOpenA(r∗,1,A, tr∗,1) r̃∗,1,B ← TSOpenB(r∗,1,B, tr∗,1)

else : r̃∗,1,A ← r∗,1,A else : r̃∗,1,B ← r∗,1,B

return r̃∗,∗,A return r̃∗,∗,B

Proof. Correctness, security, and flexible deniability follows directly from appro-
priate properties of the underlying translucent set scheme.

2.2.2 Full Sender Deniability

To get full deniability, we need longer bit strings than in flexible case. Message
still corresponds to bit string parity. Basically, we have two options how to choose
the strings. We can either take uniformly random bit string of a given length, or
we can take a string which only contains a sequence of ones followed by a sequence
of zeros. The first solution has negligible probability of impossible faking, but it
has worse asymptotic efficiency. We take the second approach.

Theorem 2.4 (Canetti et al. [CDNO97]). Let T be a translucent set scheme.
Then the following one-step protocols form a 1/κ-sender-deniable PKE scheme.

Init(1κ) : Deliver(key1, . . . ,key2κ+1, (m)A) :

for j ∈ {1, . . . , 2κ+ 1} : A : x
R←− {m,m+ 2, . . . ,m+ 2κ}

keyj ← TSInit(1κ; for j ∈ {1, . . . , 2κ+ 1} :

rInit,j, trInit,j) (aj)A ← j ≤ x

return key1, . . . ,key2κ+1 (aj)B ← TSDeliver(keyj, (aj)A ;

rDeliver,j, trDeliver,j)

B : m←
2κ+1⊕
i=1

ai

return (m)B

OpenA(x, r∗,∗,A, tr∗,∗,A,m1,m0) :

ifm1 = m0 : return x, r∗,∗,A

if x = 0: fail

x̃← x− 1

r̃∗,x,A ← TSOpenA (r∗,x,A, tr∗,x,A)

return x̃, r∗,1,A, . . . , r∗,x−1,A, r̃∗,x,A, r∗,x+1,A, . . . r∗,2κ+1,A
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Proof. Correctness and security follows directly from the corresponding properties
of the underlying translucent set scheme. To prove polynomial deniability, it is
sufficient to show that the statistical distance ∆ of honest x and dishonest x̃ is
bounded by 1/κ−negl(κ) for any negligible function negl(κ) and sufficiently large
values of κ. When faking 1 to 0, both x and x̃ are uniform over {0, 2, . . . , 2κ}, and
∆ = 0. When faking in opposite direction, x is uniform over {1, 3, . . . , 2κ + 1},
and x̃ is uniform over {−1, 1, . . . , 2κ − 1}. Because both sets have cardinality
κ+ 1, and they differ on two places, ∆ = (1/2) ·2 ·1/(κ+ 1) ≤ 1/κ−negl(κ).

2.2.3 Full Receiver Deniability

Full receiver deniability cannot be obtained from any sort of translucent set.
However, it can be built from a flexible scheme. As before, we select a bit string
of appropriate length and desired parity equivalent to the message, and deliver
the string using a flexible scheme. Now the best choice is to draw the string
uniformly. It remains to decide how to choose honesty of underlying keys. This is
again determined by a bit string, and it turns out that good choice of this string
is again uniform. Then faking algorithm takes uniformly random position with
dishonest key, and flips the plaintext. Because we use flexibly deniable encryption
as the underlying scheme, faking in both directions is possible. Before we state
the formal construction, we give a few lemmas.

Lemma 2.5. For n ∈ N the following holds:

n+1∑
i=0

∣∣∣∣(ni
)
−
(

n

i− 1

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2

(
n

bn/2c

)
. (2.1)

Proof. Because
(
n
i

)
>
(
n
i−1

)
if and only if i ≤ n/2, and

(
n
bn/2c

)
≥
(
n
j

)
for any j, we

have that left-hand side of (2.1) equals to

bn/2c∑
i=0

((
n

i

)
−
(

n

i− 1

))
+

n+1∑
i=bn/2c+1

((
n

i− 1

)
−
(
n

i

))
≤ 2

(
n

bn/2c

)
.

Lemma 2.6. Let n ∈ N. Then (
n

bn/2c

)
≤ 2n√

n
.

Proof. For even n we refer to the proof given by Matoušek and Nešetřil [MN09,
Proposition 3.6.2]. The odd case follows from the even case (the last inequality
can be obtained by squaring both sides):(

2m+ 1

m

)
=

(
2m

m

)
· 2m+ 1

m+ 1
≤ 22m

√
2m
· 2m+ 1

m+ 1
≤ 22m+1

√
2m+ 1

.

Theorem 2.7 (Bendlin et al. [BNNO11]). Let S be a (non-interactive) flexi-
bly receiver-deniable scheme. Then the following one-step protocols form a 1/κ-
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receiver-deniable PKE scheme.

Init(1κ) : Deliver(key0, . . . ,keyκ2 , (m)A) :

for j ∈ {0, . . . , κ2} : A : a1, . . . , aκ2
R←− {0, 1}κ2

bj
R←− {0, 1} A : a0 ← m⊕

κ2⊕
i=1

ai

keyj ← FInit(1κ, F?bj ; for j ∈ {0, . . . , κ2} :

rInit,j, trInit,j) (aj)B ← FDeliver(keyj, (aj)A , Faj?;

return key0, . . . ,keyκ2 rDeliver,j, trDeliver,j)

B : m←
κ2⊕
i=0

ai

return (m)B

OpenB(r∗,∗,B, tr∗,∗,m0) :

compute a, b, and m1 from r∗,∗,B and tr∗,∗

ifm1 = m0 : return r∗,∗,B

x
R←− {i | 0 ≤ i ≤ κ2, bi = 1}

r̃∗,x,B ← OpenB(r∗,x,B, tr∗,x, 1⊕ ax)
return r̃∗,0,B, . . . , r∗,x−1,B, r̃∗,x,B, r∗,x+1,B, . . . r∗,κ2,B

Proof. Correctness and security is obvious. Using flexible deniability of the un-
derlying scheme, we only need to investigate joint distribution of (a,b), more
precisely, we want to show that statistical distance ∆ of honest and dishonest
case is bounded by 1/κ − negl(κ) for any negligible function negl(κ) and suffi-
ciently large values κ. At first, we observe that a and b are independent both in
honest and dishonest case. Moreover, a is uniform in both cases. Therefore, we
may only look at b. In honest case, b is uniform.

Let n = κ2 + 1. Divide the set {0, 1}n into layers by the number of zeros
(each element on i-th layer contains i zeros), and define a graph structure on this
set in the following way. We allow edges to exist only between adjacent layers.
An edge between two vertices exists if and only if they differ precisely on one
position. Clearly, each element of the i-th layer is connected to n − i elements
in the lower layer and to i elements in the upper layer. Honest probability of a
vertex in i-th layer is 1/2n, and size of this layer is

(
n
i

)
. Faking algorithm takes

uniformly random edge among edges going to the lower layer. Thus, the dishonest
probability of an element in the i-th layer is i/ (n− i+ 1) ·1/2n. We also consider
an artificial (n + 1)-th layer with no elements that stands for impossible faking.
Now, we can compute the statistical distance as

2∆ =
1

2n

(
1 +

n∑
i=0

(
n

i

) ∣∣∣∣1− i

n− i+ 1

∣∣∣∣
)

=
1

2n

n+1∑
i=0

∣∣∣∣(ni
)
−
(

n

i− 1

)∣∣∣∣ .
At this point, we may use Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 to obtain the desired bound

∆ ≤ 1√
n

=
1√

κ2 + 1
≤ 1

κ
− negl(κ).
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2.2.4 Full Bideniability

Construction of fully 1/n-bideniable scheme is still an open problem. The first
attempt was by O’Neill et al. [OPW11] who claim that their construction of
flexibly-bideniable scheme can be modified to get a fully bideniable scheme. How-
ever, they do not provide any proof, and it is very unlikely that one may be given.
They use simulatable encryption (for details, see Section 2.3), and that naturally
leads to a flexible scheme. The scheme works in the same way as the construc-
tion of sender-deniable scheme from sender-translucent set, but bitranslucent set
scheme is used instead. Then the faking index is not chosen at the time of open-
ing, but it is selected by the sender at the time of encryption, and it is sent to
the receiver using simulatable scheme. However, this coordination part of the
ciphertext cannot be faked, it may only be claimed to be random.

Next construction was due to Bendlin et al. [BNNO11]. However, we show
that even this one has a serious flaw, and therefore it is not bideniable at all. In
our proof, we use methods of order statistics [ABN08]. We also state that our
attempts to find a fixed construction were unsuccessful, which may give some
signals that either a completely different approach is necessary, or such a scheme
cannot be constructed.

Let us first describe the scheme. The receiver samples n × κ key pairs of
bitranslucent set scheme (for n = Ω(κ4)), so the keys form n groups of κ keys.
Each group is honest with probability 1/

√
n. If the group is honest, all keys

are honest, otherwise all keys are dishonest. The encryption procedure samples
uniform bit string u of length n, and transforms it to a bit string v of length n×κ
in the following way. Each 1 in u is replaced with uniformly random non-zero
string of length κ, and each 0 is replaced with 0κ. This string is then sent using the
underlying translucent set scheme. Faking procedure selects a dishonest group
that has the smallest value (in some ordering, e.g., lexicographic), and fakes it
to 0κ. The adversary view may be limited to distinguishing two strings, the outer
string u, and the inner substring of v corresponding to the positions of ones in u.
As proved in the original proposal, the distributions of u are 1/κ-close. However,
the proof completely ignored the strings v, and as we show, these strings have
statistical distance that tends to 1/e.

Because each group of bits in the string v has length κ, we have 2κ−1 possible
values. This is much larger value than n, so we argue that we can simplify our
setup in the following way. Instead of sampling κ-bit strings, we sample con-
tinuous values from [0, 1]. The number of dishonest elements is approximately
m = n/2 (by Chernoff bound), so our problem is to distinguish uniform distribu-
tion over [0, 1]m from the following distribution. First we sample uniform element
from [0, 1]m+1, then we drop the smallest component, and return the result. An
easy observation shows that we may distinguish only ordered tuples, because a
simulator performing a random permutation of the coordinates perfectly simu-
lates the original case. So we have the following probability space:

Mm = {x1, . . . , xm | 0 < x1 < · · · < xm < 1}.

Its volume is∫
Mm

1 dx1 . . . dxm =

∫ 1

0

(
· · ·
(∫ x3

0

(∫ x2

0

1 dx1

)
dx2

)
· · ·
)
dxm =

1

m!
.
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Therefore, density of the honest distribution is m!, and cumulative distribution
function is

Hm(y1, . . . , ym) =

∫
([0,y1]×···×[0,ym])∩Mm

m! dx1 . . . dxm.

We claim that CDF of the dishonest distribution is

Dm(y1, . . . , ym) = Hm+1(1, y1, . . . , ym)

=

∫
([0,1]×[0,y1]×···×[0,ym])∩Mm+1

(m+ 1)! dx1 . . . dxm+1

=

∫
([0,y1]×···×[0,ym])∩Mm

(m+ 1)!

(∫ x2

0

1 dx1

)
dx2 . . . dxm+1

=

∫
([0,y1]×···×[0,ym])∩Mm

x2(m+ 1)! dx2 . . . dxm+1,

so the dishonest density is x1(m+ 1)! (when we shift down the variables back to
x1, . . . , xm). Before we state the main result, we need a lemma.

Lemma 2.8. Let F be the set of all measurable functions f : [0, 1] → [0, 1], and
let σ be a mapping on this set that assigns to a function f ∈ F the function∫ 1

x
f(y) dy. Then for any j ∈ N0, we have σj(1) = (1− x)j/j!.

Proof. For j = 0, that is just the definition. By induction, we have∫ 1

x

(1− y)j

j!
dy = −(1− y)j+1

(j + 1)!

∣∣∣∣1
x

=
(1− x)j+1

(j + 1)!
.

Theorem 2.9. Statistical distance of distributions given by cumulative distribu-
tion functions Hm and Dm tends to 1/e as m grows to infinity. A distinguisher
realizing this distance compares first coordinate of the sample with 1/(m+1), and
if the value is lower, answers that the distribution is Hm.

Proof. We compute the statistical distance. In the last equality, we use Lemma 2.8:

2∆ =

∫
Mm

m! · |1− x1(m+ 1)| dx1 . . . dxm =

=

∫ 1

0

m! · |1− x1(m+ 1)|
(∫

[x1,1]m−1∩Mm−1

1 dx2 . . . dxm

)
dx1

=

∫ 1

0

m! · |1− x1(m+ 1)| (1− x1)m−1

(m− 1)!
dx1.

We put δ(x1) = m(1− x1(m+ 1))(1− x1)m−1 to obtain

2∆ =

∫ 1/(m+1)

0

δ(x1) dx1 −
∫ 1

1/(m+1)

δ(x1) dx1

= mx1(1− x1)m|1/(m+1)
0 − mx1(1− x1)m|11/(m+1)

= 2

(
1− 1

m+ 1

)m+1

→ 2/e.

The statement about distinguisher is clear from the fact that δ(x) > 0 if and only
if x < 1/(m+ 1).
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We checked the results using a computer simulation. Attachment 1 contains
source code of the simulator, and Attachment 2 contains the results. We can
see that our approximation using continuous distribution was quite accurate.
Event for low values of m, the distinguishing advantage is close to its theoretical
limit 1/e.

2.2.5 Constructions of Translucent Set Schemes

Let us first define trapdoor permutation (TDP) and its hard-core bit. We need a
TDP with reversed domain sampler as defined by Goldreich and Rothblum [GR11].
Because we are not dealing with any other type of TDPs, we may include this
strengthening into the definition of TDP.

Definition 2.10. Let P ⊆ {0, 1}∗, and let X = {Xp}p∈P be a family of finite
subsets of {0, 1}∗. A trapdoor permutation over X is a tuple of algorithms T =
(TG,TS,TF,TF-1) satisfying:

1. (p, t)← TG(1κ) samples a public key p ∈ P and a trapdoor t.

2. x ← TS(p) samples an element x from the distribution over the set Xp

statistically close to uniform.

3. TS(p) has invertible sampling for any p ∈ P .

4. TF(p, ·) calculates a permutation of the set Xp for any p ∈ P .

5. For any possible output (p, t) of TG, algorithm TF-1(t, ·) calculates inverse
permutation of TF(p, ·).

6. Without knowledge of t, no adversary is able to compute the inverse per-
mutation with better than negligible advantage given only the public de-
scription p and an element y ← TS(p) to be inverted.

Let H be a deterministic algorithm that, given p and x ∈ Xp, computes a bit b.
We call H hard-core predicate of T if no adversary is able to compute H(p, x)
given only y ← TF(p, x) and p with non-negligible advantage over the random-
guessing adversary (where p and x are sampled using TG and TS, respectively).
In other words, tuples (TF(p, x),H(p, x)) cannot be distinguished from uniform
distribution over Xp × {0, 1}.

Lemma 2.11. Let T be a trapdoor permutation and H be its hard-core predi-
cate. Let TFj(p, x) = TFj−1(p,TF(p, x)) denote the iterated permutation. Then
(TFj(p, x),H(p, x)) is indistinguishable from uniform for any j ∈ N.

Proof. If there is a distinguisher D for (TFj(p, x),H(p, x)), then one may con-
struct a distinguisher D̃ for (TF(p, x),H(p, x)) as follows. D̃ permutes the first
coordinate j − 1 times using TF(p, ·), and then calls D on the result.

Proposition 2.12 (Canetti et al. [CDNO97]). A translucent set scheme can
be constructed from a trapdoor permutation T and its hard-core predicate H as
follows. Gen simply calls TG, and sets pk ← p and sk ← (p, t) (secret key
may differ from Gen randomness without weakening the result, as we are not
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building receiver-deniable scheme). Enc(pk, 0) samples uniform ciphertext from
{0, 1}κ ×Xp (using TS). Enc(pk, 1) and Dec works in the following way:

Enc (pk, 1) : Dec(sk, b0, . . . , bκ−1, xκ) :

x0 ← TS(1κ) for i ∈ {κ− 1, . . . , 0} :

for i ∈ {0, . . . , κ− 1} : xi ← TF-1(t, xi+1)

xi+1 ← TF(p, xi) b̃i ← H(p, xi)

bi ← H(p, xi) if b̃i 6= bi : return 0

return b0, . . . , bκ−1, xκ return 1

Opening encryption of 1 as 0 uses invertible sampling property of TS to obtain
random coins that can be used to produce xκ using TS.

Proof. Encryption of 1 is correctly decrypted, because x0 is properly restored by
correctness of T , and the rest is deterministic. Encryption of 0 may be decoded
as 1 with probability 2−κ (plus a negligible function), because H is a hard-core
predicate. The following hybrid argument proves security and deniability. Let
Encj, j ∈ {0, . . . , κ} be a modification of Enc so that bj+1, . . . , bκ are sampled
uniformly. By definition, Encκ equals to Enc. Because Enc is a permutation, xκ is
uniformly random when x0 is uniform. Therefore, Enc0 produces uniform value.

Thus, the claim follows from Encκ
c
≈ Enc0. To complete the hybrid argument, we

state that the output of Encj is indistinguishable from Encj+1 by Lemma 2.11.

Remark 2.13. Although no trapdoor permutation is provably secure, there are
a few candidates, e.g., RSA [RSA78]. However, if we assume that certain per-
mutations are trapdoor, we may find hard-core predicates for them. For RSA
Alexi et al. [ACGS88] proved that the least significant bit is hard-core. Goldreich
and Levin discovered [GL89] a generic construction applicable to any trapdoor
permutation, but doubling the length of permutation domain is required.

A slightly different type of translucent set may be obtained from encryption
scheme with sampleable ciphertext. Informally, such a scheme allows to sample
ciphertext obliviously, without knowledge of the corresponding plaintext. Pre-
viously, this general construction of translucent set scheme was used in special
cases with particular instance of underlying encryption scheme [CDNO97,HB09,
OPW11].

Definition 2.14. Let (Gen,Enc,Dec) be IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme with finite
message space M . We say that this scheme has obliviously sampleable ciphertext
if

1. there exists an algorithm OEnc that takes public key pk, and outputs a
ciphertext c (oblivious ciphertext generation),

2. OEnc has invertible sampling, and

3. the following games are computationally indistinguishable:

pk ← Gen(1κ) pk ← Gen(1κ)

m
R←−M c← OEnc(pk)

c← Enc(pk,m) m← Dec(rGen, c)

return pk,m, c return pk,m, c
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Translucent set encodes 1 as encryption of a fixed string of length Ω(κ) (for
M = {0, 1}, this means that we need to repeat the underlying scheme κ-times).
The message 0 is encoded as obliviously sampled ciphertext of the same plaintext
length.

Proposition 2.15. Let (Gen,Enc,Dec,OEnc, IOEnc) be a PKE scheme with obliv-
iously sampleable ciphertext, let the message space be {0, 1}. Then the following
algorithms form a translucent set scheme:

TSGen(1κ) : TSEnc(pk, 0) : TSEnc(pk, 1) :

for i ∈ {1, . . . , κ} : for i ∈ {1, . . . , κ} : for i ∈ {1, . . . , κ} :

pki ← Gen(1κ) ci ← OEnc(pk) ci ← Enc(pk, 0)

return pk return c return c

TSDec(sk, c) : TSOpen(c) :

for i ∈ {1, . . . , κ} : for i ∈ {1, . . . , κ} :

mi ← Dec(ski, ci) r̃TSEnc,i ← IOEnc(pk, ci)

ifmi = 1: return 0 return r̃TSEnc

return 1

Proof. The algorithm OEnc produces the plaintext 0κ only with a negligible prob-
ability, by Definition 2.14. That implies correctness. Security and deniability
follows from indistinguishability of sequence of hybrid games. First, the game Fi
generates the ciphertexts cj for j ≥ i obliviously, and encrypts random messages

for j < i. Clearly, F0 is exactly TSEnc(pk, 0). Fi
c
≈ Fi+1 by Definition 2.14.

Now, the game Gi produces cj as encryption of random message for j ≥ i, and

encrypts 0 for j < i. We have Fκ = G0, Gκ = TSEnc(pk, κ), and Gi
c
≈ Gi+1 by

IND-CPA-security.

2.3 Deniability from Simulatable Encryption

In this section, we describe flexibly-deniable schemes based on simulatable en-
cryption. Our constructions are a modification of the bideniable scheme by
O’Neill et al. [OPW11]. In comparison to the their scheme, we use a more
general approach that allows for correctness-deniability tradeoff, i.e., the users
may increase probability of impossible faking while decreasing the probability of
wrong decryption. That may be useful, as the scheme is quite impractical, and
reasonable probability of correct decryption requires large value of the security
parameter κ. Another difference to the original scheme is that we support flexible
receiver-deniability for both induced schemes. Downside of our construction is
that we cannot remove the probability of impossible faking at all (although we
can make it arbitrarily small), and we need to base our construction on a slightly
stronger primitive.

Definition 2.16. Let (Gen,Enc,Dec) be IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme with obliv-
iously sampleable ciphertext. We say that this scheme is simulatable if there exists
oblivious key generation algorithm OGen that takes 1κ, outputs a public-key pk
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that is computationally indistinguishable from regular public key generated by
Gen, and OGen has invertible sampling via algorithm IOGen. We say that the
scheme is strongly simulatable when, in addition, the following games are com-
putationally indistinguishable:

pk ← Gen(1κ; sk) pk ← Gen(1κ; sk)

m
R←−M c← OEnc(pk)

c← Enc(pk,m) m← Dec(sk, c)

return sk, c return sk, c

Remark 2.17. Our definition of strong simulatability coincides with the definition
of simulatability given by O’Neill et al. [OPW11]. However, the original definition
of simulatability by Damg̊ard and Nielsen [DN00] is a bit weaker than ours since it
only returns pk, c from the games that define plaintext sampleability. Therefore,
simulatable encryption in their sense is not even encryption with sampleable
ciphertext, because their definition does not guarantee uniform randomness of
plaintexts. However, because this property is easily satisfiable, we decided to
define simulatability in this way.

Simulatable schemes include ElGamal cryptosystem [ElG84], a cryptosystem
based on trapdoor permutations [DN00], and various lattice based cryptosys-
tems [Reg05,GPV08]. However, the lattice-based schemes are not strongly simu-
latable, because obliviously sampled ciphertexts are distinguishable from honestly
generated with the knowledge of true private key.

Definition 2.18 (Hypergeometric distribution). Let M,N, y ∈ N0 be parame-
ters, N ≥M , N ≥ y. Let us suppose an experiment in which a uniformly random
subset I ⊆ [N ] of size y is chosen. Then the random variable X = |I ∩ [M ]| has
hypergeometric distribution. Its support is {max(0,M + y−N), . . . ,min(M, y)}.
Probability mass function can be expressed as

HGDN,M,y(x) =

(
M
x

)(
N−M
y−x

)(
N
y

) .

The expected value is EX = y ·M/N , because X is a sum of y trials, each
with (marginal) success probability M/N .

Lemma 2.19 (Hypergeometric distribution tail). Let X ∼ HGDN,M,y and t ≥ 0.
Then

Pr[X ≤ EX − ty = y(M/N − t)] ≤ e−2t2y

Pr[X ≥ EX + ty = y(M/N + t)] ≤ e−2t2y.

Proof. For the first bound, we refer to Chvátal [Chv79]. The second bound follows
from symmetry of hypergeometric distribution [Ska09].

Deniable scheme invokes the underlying simulatable scheme n times in par-
allel. Let us assume that we want to deliver a message m ∈ {0, 1}. Honest
encryption samples some ciphertexts as encryption of m (on indices S ⊆ [n]),
and the rest obliviously. Dishonest encryption divides the oblivious part into two
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pieces of the same size, and one fills with encryptions of 0, and the other with
encryptions of 1. In both cases, majority of ciphertexts contains true message
with overwhelming probability. Receiver samples most keys obliviously, and a
few non-obliviously (on indices R ⊆ [n]). This is performed independently of the
sender, and thus with high probability the majority of decrypted ciphertexts is
true. Dishonest receiver samples all keys non-obliviously. This enables him to
present an alternative decoding set R̃ with opposite majority message.

For bideniability, the dishonest sender may simply present an alternative set S,
because she knows all plaintexts. However, the receiver needs to know the sender
alternative set S̃ for correct faking. Without that knowledge, the size R̃∩ S̃ may
be used for faking detection. To send that information, a “coordination” part of
ciphertext is introduced. In honest case, this part is oblivious for both sender
and receiver. In dishonest case, it is used for communicating the sender faking
set S̃.

It remains to discuss how to choose n, and how to choose sizes of R and
S. A natural choice is |R| = |S| = κ. For the value of n, it depends on our
requirements. Let n = κu. Bigger values of u lead to bigger decryption error
probability. The original scheme used u = 5, but it works with u = 4 without
any changes. We are able to reduce the value of u arbitrarily close to 1 +

√
2 for

receiver deniable schemes, and close to 2 +
√

3 for bideniable scheme.

Theorem 2.20. Let n = uκ, n ∈ N, u1 ≥ u > u0 ≥ 1 for some constants u0, u1

not depending on κ. Let Si = (Geni, . . . ), i = 1, 2 be a strongly simulatable PKE
schemes with message space Mi, M1 = {0, 1}, M2 = {0, 1}n(n−κ). We assume that
there exists a natural injective mapping M ′

2 = Pκ([n])×Pκ([n−κ])→ {0, 1}n(n−κ).
Because we will never try to decode obliviously sampled ciphertext of S2, we may
identify its message space with M ′

2. Below we define key generation algorithms
Gen,DenGen, encryption algorithms Enc,DenEnc, a helper algorithm FakeB, and
faking algorithms OpenA,Open

1
B,Open

2
B,Open

3
B. The following holds:

1. If u0 > 2+
√

3, the algorithms Gen,DenGen,Enc,DenEnc,Dec,OpenA,Open
1
B

form a flexibly bideniable PKE scheme.

2. If u0 > 1 +
√

2, the algorithms Gen,DenGen,Enc,Dec,Open2
B form a flexibly

receiver-deniable PKE scheme.

3. If u0 > 1 +
√

2, the algorithms Gen,DenGen,DenEnc,Dec,Open3
B form a

flexibly receiver-deniable PKE scheme.

Gen(1κ) : DenGen(1κ) : Dec(R, sk, c) :

R
R←− Pκ([n]) R

R←− Pκ([n]) for i ∈ R :

pk0 ← OGen2(1κ) pk0 ← Gen2(1κ) mi ← Dec1(ski, ci)

for i ∈ R : for i ∈ [n] : return maji∈Rmi

pki ← Gen1(1κ; ski) pki ← Gen1(1κ; ski)

for i ∈ [n] \R :

pki ← OGen1(1κ; sk0)

return pk return pk
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Enc(pk,m) : DenEnc(pk,m) :

S
R←− Pκ([n]) Cm

R←− P(n+κ)/2([n] \ S̃m)

C1−m ← [n] \ Cm
S0

R←− Pκ(C0)

S1
R←− Pκ(C1)

for i ∈ [n] : for i ∈ [n] :

if i ∈ S : if i ∈ C0 : ci ← Enc1(pki, 0; rEnc,i)

ci ← Enc1(pki,m; rEnc,i) if i ∈ C1 : ci ← Enc1(pki, 1; rEnc,i)

else : ci ← OEnc1(pki)

c0 ← OEnc2(pk0; rEnc,0) c0 ← Enc2(pk0, (S0, S1); rEnc,0)

return c return c

Open1
B(rDenGen, c,mf ) : Open2

B(rDenGen, c,mf ) :

(S0, S1)← Dec2(sk0, c0)

C0 ← {i ∈ [n] | mi = 0} C0 ← {i ∈ [n] | mi = 0}
C1 ← {i ∈ [n] | mi = 1} C1 ← {i ∈ [n] | mi = 1}
z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ

y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2

I1
R←− Pz(Smf

) I
R←− Py+z(Cmf

)

I2
R←− Py(Cmf

\ Smf
)

J
R←− Pκ−y−z(C1−mf

) J
R←− Pκ−y−z(C1−mf

)

R̃← I1 ∪ I2 ∪ J R̃← I ∪ J
return FakeB(rDenGen, R̃) return FakeB(rDenGen, R̃)

OpenA(pk, rDenEnc,m,mf ) : FakeB(rDenGen, R̃) :

c← DenEnc(pk,m; rDenEnc) pk← DenGen(1κ; rDenGen)

for i ∈ S̃mf
: for i ∈ R̃ :

r̃Enc,i ← rEnc,i s̃ki ← ski

for i ∈ [n] \ S̃mf
: for i ∈ [n] \ R̃ :

r̃Enc,i ← IOEnc1 (pki, ci) s̃ki ← IOGen1(1κ, pki)

r̃Enc,0 ← IOEnc2(pk0, c0) s̃k0 ← IOGen2(1κ, pk0)

return S̃, r̃ return R̃, s̃k
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Open3
B(rDenGen, c,mf ) :

C0 ← {i ∈ [n] | mi = 0}
C1 ← {i ∈ [n] | mi = 1}
x← HGDn,(n+κ)/2,κ

I
R←− Px(Cmf

)

J
R←− Pκ−x(C1−mf

)

R̃← I ∪ J
return FakeB(rDenGen, R̃)

Proof. Correctness is proved in Lemma 2.22 and Lemma 2.23, flexible bide-
niability in Lemma 2.32, and flexible receiver-deniability in Lemma 2.30 and
Lemma 2.31.

Remark 2.21. We use just the secret keys from the set R in Dec even in dishonest
case. That simplifies our analysis of correctness, as we do not need to treat Gen
and DenGen separately. For real usage, it is wise to use all secret keys, because it
increases probability of correct decryption (when DenEnc is used, this probability
becomes 1).

Lemma 2.22. The schemes Gen,Enc,Dec and DenGen,Enc,Dec are correct.

Proof. The decryption algorithm is not affected by the type of key generation
algorithm, so let us fix one of them. By simulatability, obliviously encrypted ci-
phertext is decrypted as uniformly random message (up to a negligible difference).
We will investigate the following random variables:

z ∼ HGDn,κ,κ Ez = κ/u

y ∼ Binomκ−z,1/2 Ey = (κ− z)/2

The variable z measures size of the intersection R∩S, and y measures the number
of correct decryptions in the oblivious part. The distribution of y is conditional
on the value of z. The decryption procedure is correct when y + z > κ/2. We
want this inequality to hold with overwhelming probability. We adjust it a bit:

(y − Ey) + (κ− z)/2 + z > κ/2

(y − Ey) + (z − Ez)/2 + Ez/2 > 0

(y − Ey) + (z − Ez)/2 > − κ

2u

It is sufficient to lower-bound left-hand side by −κ/(2u1) ≥ −κ/(2u). Let ε =
1/(4u1). We prove that each term has lower bound −εκ with overwhelming
probability.

• By Chernoff bound for t = 2ε, the first term is at least −t · Ey = −t(κ −
z)/2 ≥ −tκ/2 = −εκ.

• By HGD tail bound for t = ε, the second term is at least −t · κ = −εκ.

Lemma 2.23. The schemes Gen,DenEnc,Dec and DenGen,DenEnc,Dec are cor-
rect.
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Proof. As before, we can ignore the type of key generation algorithm. The only
random process now is the random variable x that determines the size of inter-
section between R and the correct part of the ciphertext:

x ∼ HGDn,(n+κ)/2,κ Ex = κ
u+ 1

2u

The decryption succeeds when x > κ/2. That is:

(x− Ex) + Ex > κ/2

(x− Ex) > − κ

2u

But that follows directly from HGD tail bound for t = 1/(2u1) and from the
inequality −κ/(2u1) ≥ −κ/(2u).

Lemma 2.24. Let κ > 0.

1. The function α(u) = κ(u2 − 2u − 1)/(2u) is strictly increasing and non-
negative for u > 1 +

√
2.

2. The function β(u) = κ(u2 − 4u + 1)/(2u) is strictly increasing and non-
negative for u > 2 +

√
3.

Proof. The first statement follows from α′(u) = κ/2 + κ/(2u2) > 0 and α(1 +√
2) = 0, and the second one from β′(u) = κ/2− κ/(2u2) > 0 for u > 1/

√
2 and

β(2 +
√

3) = 0.

Lemma 2.25. Let n,N ∈ N, n ≤ N . Let w1 ← BinomN,1/2, y1 ← HGDN,w1,n,
y2 ← Binomn,1/2, and w2 ← y2 + BinomN−n,1/2. Then (w1, y1) and (w2, y2) are
distributed identically.

Proof. For 0 ≤ y ≤ n and y ≤ w ≤ N − n+ y, we have

Pr[(w1, y1) = (w, y)] = Pr[w1 = w] · Pr[y1 = y | w1 = w]

= 2−N
(
N

w

)
·
(
w

y

)(
N − w
n− y

)(
N

n

)−1

= 2−N
N !w! (N − w)!n! (N − n)!

w! (N − w)! y! (w − y)! (n− y)! (N − w − n+ y)!N !

= 2−n
(
n

y

)
· 2−(N−n)

(
N − n
w − y

)
= Pr[y2 = y] · Pr[w2 = w | y2 = y] = Pr[(w2, y2) = (w, y)].

Lemma 2.26. Let U be a set of size N , x, y ∈ N, x+y ≤ N . Let R
R←− Px+y(U),

S
R←− Px(U), and T

R←− Py(U \S). Then R and (S∪T ) are distributed identically.

Proof. For X ∈ Px+y(U), we have

Pr[(S ∪ T ) = X] =
∑

S∈Px(X)

(
N

x

)−1(
N − x
y

)−1

=

(
x+ y

x

)(
N

x

)−1(
N − x
y

)−1

=
(x+ y)! y!x! (N − x)! y! (N − x− y)!

x! y!N ! (N − x)!

=

(
N

x+ y

)−1

= Pr[R = X].
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Lemma 2.27. Let U be a set of size N , x, y ∈ N, x+ y ≤ N . Let S1
R←− Px(U),

T1
R←− Py(U \S1), T2

R←− Py(U), and S2
R←− Px(U \T2). Then (S1, T1) and (S2, T2)

are distributed identically.

Proof. For (S, T ) ∈ Px(U)× Py(U) such that S ∩ T = ∅, we have

Pr[(S1, T1) = (S, T )] =

(
N

x

)−1(
N − x
y

)−1

=
x! y! (N − x− y)!

N !

=

(
N

y

)−1(
N − y
x

)−1

= Pr[(S2, T2) = (S, T )].

Lemma 2.28. Let U be a set of size N . Let xi, ni ∈ N, such that xi ≤ ni,

i = 1, . . . , k,
∑k

i=1 ni = N . Let Vi
R←− Pni

(U \
⋃i−1
j=1 Vi), Si

R←− Pxi(Vi), and

Ti
R←− Pxi(U \

⋃i−1
j=1 Ti). Then the distributions of S = (Si)

k
i=1 and T = (Ti)

k
i=1 are

identical.

Proof. Let us define a partial ordering on P(U)k, so that X ≤ Y if Xi ⊆ Yi for
all i. For X ∈ P(U)k, so that Xi are pairwise disjoint, we then have

Pr[S = X] =
∑

W≥X

Pr[T = X | V = W] · Pr[V = W]

=
k∏
i=1

((
N −

∑i−1
j=1 nj −

∑k
j=i xj

ni − xi

)(
ni
xi

)−1(
N −

∑i−1
j=1 nj

ni

)−1
)

=
k∏
i=1

((∑k
j=i(nj − xj)
ni − xi

)(
ni
xi

)−1(∑k
j=i nj
ni

)−1
)

=
k∏
i=1


(∑k

j=i(nj − xj)
)

!xi! (ni − xi)!ni!
(∑k

j=i+1 nj

)
!

(ni − xi)!
(∑k

j=i+1(nj − xj)
)

!ni!
(∑k

j=i nj

)
!


=

(
N −

∑k
j=1 xj

)
!

N !
·

k∏
i=1

xi! =
k∏
i=1

xi!
(
N −

∑i
j=1 xj

)
!(

N −
∑i−1

j=1 xj

)
!


=

k∏
i=1

(
N −

∑i−1
j=1 xj

xi

)−1

= Pr[T = X].

Lemma 2.29. Let U be a set of size N . Let r ∈ N, r ≤ N , vi ∈ N for i = 1, . . . , k,

U =
⋃k
i=1 Vi, vi = |Vi|,

∑k
i=1 vi = N . Let R

R←− Pr(U), Ri = R ∩ Vi, si ←
HGDN−

∑i−1
j=1 vj ,vi,r−

∑i−1
j=1 sj

, Si
R←− Psi(Vi). Then the distributions of R = (Ri)

k
i=1

and S = (Si)
k
i=1 are identical.

Proof. The statement follows directly from definition of HGD by induction.

Lemma 2.30. The scheme Gen,DenGen,DenEnc,Dec,Open3
B is flexibly receiver-

deniable for u0 > 1+
√

2. Furthermore, it has zero probability of impossible faking
for u = 3.
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Proof. At first, we need to show that faking algorithm fails only with negligible
probability. We have the following:

σ = min (|C0| , |C1|) = κ
u− 1

2

x ∼ HGDn,κ(u+1)/2,κ Ex = κ
u+ 1

2u

Failure happens when either
∣∣Cmf

∣∣ < x or
∣∣C1−mf

∣∣ < κ − x. Thus, we want to
prove that x ≤ σ and κ− x ≤ σ. Let us rewrite the first inequality:

(x− Ex) + κ
u+ 1

2u
≤ κ

u− 1

2

(x− Ex) ≤ κ
u2 − 2u+ 1

2u
= α(u)

By Lemma 2.24, it is sufficient to show that left-hand side is bounded from above
by α(u0), and that follows from HGD tail bound for t = α(u0)/κ. For u = 3, we
have that 0 ≤ x ≤ κ = κ(3 − 1)/2 = σ, and the desired equality holds always.
Let us investigate the second case:

κ− x ≤ σ

−x ≤ κ
u− 3

2

That holds always by bounds on HGD support.
Indistinguishability of deniability games will be shown in two steps. At first,

we reduce the problem of distinguishing deniability games to the problem of
distinguishing the sets (I, J), where I = R ∩ Cm and J = R \ Cm. In the next
step, we show that these sets have statistically close distribution in honest and
dishonest case.

Let OEncOpen′ be an oracle that produce the sets I, J . We construct a simu-
lator of the receiver deniability game in the following way:

IND-FRDEN() : OEncOpen(m0,m1) :

pk ← DenGen(1κ) I, J ← OEncOpen′(m0,m1)

return pk,OEncOpen for i ∈ [n] :

if i ∈ I : ci ← Enc1(pki,m0)

else : ci ← Enc1(pki, 1−m0)

if i /∈ R : ski ← IOGen1(pki)

c0 ← OEnc2(pk0)

sk0 ← IOGen2(pk0)

return c, sk

We use DenGen for both cases, as its usage is indistinguishable from Gen by
simulatability. Ciphertexts on indices given by R are generated in the same way
as in the real game. The rest of ciphertexts are indistinguishable from real game
by IND-CPA security, because the adversary is not given corresponding secret
keys. Thus, this simulator is indistinguishable from the real game.
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Our final step is to prove that the honest distribution of (I, J) is statistically
close to both dishonest cases. For that we construct a sequence of hybrid games
that output (I, J):

G0 : G1 :

R
R←− Pκ([n]) x← HGDn,(n+κ)/2,κ

Cm
R←− P(n+κ)/2([n]) Cm

R←− P(n+κ)/2([n])

I ← R ∩ Cm I
R←− Px(Cm)

J ← R \ Cm J
R←− Pκ−x([n] \ Cm)

return I, J return I, J

G2 : G3 :

x← HGDn,(n+κ)/2,κ x← HGDn,(n+κ)/2,κ

I
R←− Px([n]) C1−m

R←− P(n+κ)/2([n])

J
R←− Pκ−x([n] \ I) I

R←− Px([n] \ C1−m)

J
R←− Pκ−x([n] \ C1−m)

return I, J return I, J

1. The game G0 models the honest case when m is both encrypted and revealed
(honest OEncOpen′(m, ∗)).

2. The game G1 models the dishonest case when m is both encrypted and
revealed (dishonest OEncOpen′(m,m)). By Lemma 2.29, the output distri-
butions of G0 and G1 are identical.

3. To show that G2 outputs the same distribution as G2, we condition on
the value x. By Lemma 2.28 for x1 = x, n1 = (n + κ)/2, x2 = κ − x,
n2 = (n − κ)/2, the resulting distributions are identical. Assumptions of
the lemma follow from bounds on the HGD support.

4. The game G3 is dishonest encryption of 1 − m revealed as m (dishonest
OEncOpen′(m, 1 − m)). We again use Lemma 2.28, now with x1 = x,
n1 = (n − κ)/2, x2 = κ − x, n2 = (n + κ)/2. Assumptions of the lemma
follow from negligible probability of faking failure. We conclude that G2

and G3 output statistically close distributions.

Lemma 2.31. The scheme Gen,DenGen,Enc,Dec,Open2
B is flexibly receiver-deniable

for u0 > 1 +
√

2.

Proof. At first, we show that faking procedure does not fail. We have the following
variables:

σ = min(|C0| , |C1|) ∼ Binomκ(u−1),1/2 Eσ = κ
u− 1

2

z ∼ HGDn,κ,κ Ez =
κ

u

y ∼ Binomκ−z,1/2 Ey =
κ− z

2
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Failure happens when y + z >
∣∣Cmf

∣∣ or κ − y − z >
∣∣C1−mf

∣∣. By correctness,
y+z > κ−y−z with overwhelming probability, so it suffices to obtain the bound
y + z ≤ σ. Let us rewrite it:

z + (y − Ey) +
κ− z

2
≤ (σ − Eσ) + Eσ

z − Ez

2
+

Ez

2
+ (y − Ey) ≤ (σ − Eσ) + κ

u− 2

2
z − Ez

2
+ (y − Ey)− (σ − Eσ) ≤ κ

u2 − 2u− 1

2u
= α(u)

By Lemma 2.24, it suffices to bound left-hand side from above by α(u0). Let
ε = α(u0)/(3κ). We bound each term by εκ.

• By HGD tail bound for t = 2ε, the first term is at most t · κ/2 = εκ with
overwhelming probability.

• By Chernoff bound for t = 2ε, the second term is at most t · Ey = 2ε(κ −
z)/2 ≤ εκ.

• By Chernoff bound for t = 2ε/(u1 − 1), the third term is at most t · Eσ =
εκ(u− 1)/(u1 − 1) ≤ εκ.

In the next step we show that receiver-deniability game can be restricted to
distinguishing (I, J). The proof works in a similar way as in previous lemma,
in particular, we use the same simulator. Proof of indistinguishability of this
simulator from the real game requires strong simulatability, as we need oblivious
and non-oblivious ciphertexts to be indistinguishable even with the knowledge of
the corresponding secret key. The rest of the proof is a sequence of hybrid games
(see Figure 2.1):

1. The game G0 models honest encryption of m (honest OEncOpen′(m, ∗)).

2. The game G1 changes the way how S ′ and I are sampled. Instead of sam-
pling S ′ from all possible sets, we draw its size first, and then sample the
set S ′ uniformly from all sets of appropriate size. From the definition of
binomial distribution, it follows that we do not change distribution of S ′.
We also split I into two sets I1 and I2.

3. The game G2 does not sample R directly, but samples each of its component
separately. We get the same distribution by Lemma 2.29.

4. The game G3 swaps the order in which y and w are sampled. We get
identical distribution by Lemma 2.25.

5. The game G4 samples the sets I1, I2, J directly without delimiting sets S
and S ′. We get the same output distribution by Lemma 2.28 (proof of
assumptions is straightforward).

6. The gameG5 samples the set I at once. We get the same output distribution
by Lemma 2.26.
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G0 : G1 : G2 :

R
R←− Pκ([n]) R

R←− Pκ([n]) z ← HGDn,κ,κ

w ← Binomn−κ,1/2 w ← Binomn−κ,1/2

y ← HGDn−κ,w,κ−z

S
R←− Pκ([n]) S

R←− Pκ([n]) S
R←− Pκ([n])

S ′
R←− P([n] \ S) S ′

R←− Pw([n] \ S) S ′
R←− Pw([n] \ S)

Cm ← S ∪ S ′ Cm ← S ∪ S ′ Cm ← S ∪ S ′

I1 ← R ∩ S I1
R←− Pz(S)

I2 ← R ∩ S ′ I2
R←− Py(S ′)

I ← R ∩ Cm I ← I1 ∪ I2 I ← I1 ∪ I2

J ← R \ Cm J ← R \ Cm J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ Cm)

return I, J return I, J return I, J

G3 : G4 : G5 :

z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ

y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2

w ← y + Binomn−2κ+z,1/2

S
R←− Pκ([n])

S ′
R←− Pw([n] \ S)

I1
R←− Pz(S) I1

R←− Pz([n])

I2
R←− Py(S ′) I2

R←− Py([n] \ I1)

I ← I1 ∪ I2 I ← I1 ∪ I2 I
R←− Py+z([n])

J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ (S ∪ S ′)) J

R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ I) J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ I)

return I, J return I, J return I, J

G6 : G7 : G8 :

z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ

y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2

w ← Binomn−κ,1/2

S
R←− Pκ([n]) S ′

R←− Pw([n]) S
R←− Pκ([n])

S ′
R←− P([n] \ S) S

R←− Pκ([n] \ S ′) S ′
R←− P([n] \ S)

I
R←− Py+z(S ∪ S ′) I

R←− Py+z(S
′) I

R←− Py+z(S
′)

J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ (S ∪ S ′)) J

R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ S ′) J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ S ′)

return I, J return I, J return I, J

Figure 2.1: Hybrid games for receiver deniability of honest scheme
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7. The game G6 reintroduces a delimiting set S ∪ S ′. To be rigorous, we first
introduce a delimiting set of size κ+ w using Lemma 2.28, then we split it
using Lemma 2.26 to S and S ′, and finally we drop w exactly in the same
way as in the transition G1 → G0. Assumptions of Lemma 2.28 are satisfied
by definition with the exception of κ−y− z ≤ n−κ−w, which was proved
in the initial part (faking does not fail). This game models the dishonest
case when m is both encrypted and revealed (dishonest OEncOpen′(m,m)).

8. The game G7 is derived from G5 by introducing a delimiting set S ′. As-
sumptions of Lemma 2.28 are satisfied with overwhelming probability by
faking failure impossibility. We additionally sample a set S with no usage
in this game.

9. The gameG8 swaps the order in which S and S ′ are sampled, by Lemma 2.27.
Then, the set S ′ is sampled directly without sampling its size first. We get
the same output distribution as in G7. This game models the dishonest
encryption of 1−m revealed as m (dishonest OEncOpen′(m, 1−m)).

Lemma 2.32. The scheme Gen,DenGen,Enc,DenEnc,Dec,OpenA,Open
1
B is flex-

ibly bideniable for u0 > 2 +
√

3.

Proof. At first, we prove that receiver faking algorithm does not fail. We have
the following:

τ = min
i∈{0,1}

|Ci \ Si| = κ
u− 3

2

z ∼ HGDn,κ,κ Ez =
κ

u

y ∼ Binomκ−z,1/2 Ey =
κ− z

2

Failure may occur when τ < y or τ < κ − z − y. Because of symmetry of the
variables y and κ − z − y, it suffices to prove that τ ≥ y with overwhelming
probability. We can rewrite it:

(y − Ey) +
κ− z

2
≤ τ

−z − Ez

2
− Ez

2
+ (y − Ey) +

κ

2
≤ κ

u− 3

2

−z − Ez

2
+ (y − Ey) ≤ κ

u2 − 4u+ 1

2u
= β(u)

By Lemma 2.24, it suffices to bound left-hand side from above by β(u0). Let
ε = β(u0)/(2κ). We bound each term by εκ.

• By HGD tail bound for t = 2ε, the first term is at most t · κ/2 = εκ with
overwhelming probability.

• By Chernoff bound for t = 2ε, the second term is at most t · Ey = 2ε(κ −
z)/2 ≤ εκ.
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Next we prove that the only information the adversary is given in flexible
bideniability game are the sets S, I1, I2, J , where I1 = R ∩ S, I2 = (R \ S) ∩ Cm,
and J = (R \ S) ∩ C1−m. In order to show that, we construct a simulator of
IND-FBIDEN game that uses an oracle OEncOpen′ producing (S, I1, I2, J):

IND-FBIDEN() : OEncOpen(m0,m1) :

pk ← DenGen(1κ) S, I1, I2, J ← OEncOpen′(m0,m1)

return pk,OEncOpen for i ∈ [n] :

if i ∈ S ∪ I2 : ci ← Enc1(pki,m0; rEnc,i)

elseif i ∈ J : ci ← Enc1(pki,m1; rEnc,i)

else : ci ← OEnc1(pki; rEnc,i)

if i ∈ S : r̃Enc,i ← rEnc,i

else : r̃Enc,i ← IOEnc1(pki, ci)

if i /∈ R : ski ← IOGen1(pki)

c0 ← OEnc2(pk0)

r̃Enc,0 ← OEnc2(pk0)

sk0 ← IOGen2(pk0)

return c, sk, r̃Enc

Correctness of the simulator is again a straightforward application of simulata-
bility.

Our final step is to prove that the honest distribution of (S, I1, I2, J) is close
to both dishonest cases. For that we construct a sequence of hybrid games that
output (S, I1, I2, J):

G0 : G1 : G2 :

R
R←− Pκ([n]) z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ

y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2

w ← y + Binomn−2κ+z,1/2

S
R←− Pκ([n]) S

R←− Pκ([n]) S
R←− Pκ([n])

S ′
R←− P([n] \ S) S ′

R←− Pw([n] \ S)

I1 ← R ∩ S I1
R←− Pz(S) I1

R←− Pz(S)

I2 ← R ∩ S ′ I2
R←− Py(S ′) I2

R←− Py([n] \ S)

J ← R \ (S ∪ S ′) J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ (S ∪ S ′)) J

R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ (S ∪ I2))

return S, I1, I2, J return S, I1, I2, J return S, I1, I2, J
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G3 : G4 : G5 :

z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ z ← HGDn,κ,κ

y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2 y ← Binomκ−z,1/2

Q
R←− Pκ+y([n]) Cm

R←− P(n−κ)/2([n]) Cm
R←− P(n+κ)/2([n])

S
R←− Pκ(Q) S

R←− Pκ(Cm) S
R←− Pκ(Cm)

I1
R←− Pz(S) I1

R←− Pz(S) I1
R←− Pz(S)

I2 ← Q \ S I2
R←− Py(Cm \ S) I2

R←− Py(Cm \ S)

J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \Q) J

R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ Cm) J
R←− Pκ−y−z([n] \ Cm)

return S, I1, I2, J return S, I1, I2, J return S, I1, I2, J

1. The game G0 models the honest case (honest OEncOpen′(m, ∗)).

2. The game G1 changes the way how all the sets are sampled. The proof
that the distribution does not change is the same as the proof of G0 → G3

equivalence in the previous lemma.

3. The game G2 drops the delimiting set S ′, by Lemma 2.28 with U = [n] \S.
Assumptions are satisfied by definition.

4. The game G3 introduces a delimiting set Q for sampling of the sets S and
I2. Assumptions of Lemma 2.28 are trivial. The reason why J is sampled
in such a way is the equality Q = S ∪ I2.

5. The game G4 follows by double application of Lemma 2.28. At first, we
use it with U = [n] to introduce a delimiting set Cm for sampling of Q and
J . Then we use it again with U = Cm to drop the delimiting set Q from
sampling of S and I2. All assumptions follow from the fact that faking
is possible. This game models the case of dishonest encryption of 1 − m
revealed as m (dishonest OEncOpen′(m, 1−m)).

6. The game G5 models dishonest encryption of m revealed as m (dishonest
OEncOpen′(m,m)). The proof G3 → G5 is exactly the same as for G3 → G4,
the only difference is the size of the set Cm.

Remark 2.33. Our scheme can be modified in such a way that it only requires a
simulatable scheme (not strongly simulatable). The only property that we loose is
receiver deniability of honest encryption algorithm, and there is no obvious way to
fix the obstacles. The problem is that the faking algorithm needs to present secret
keys for opposite message, but there is no such honestly generated ciphertext, and
presenting secret keys for oblivious ciphertexts only can be distinguished.

Remark 2.34. If we want flexibly receiver-deniable scheme only, the best choice is
to use the dishonest induced scheme with u = 3 with dropped coordination part
of the key and ciphertext (c0, pk0, sk0). We get a scheme that has no decryption
error in dishonest case, and zero probability of impossible faking. Probability of
error decryption in honest case is determined by a single binomial variable, so
the choice of κ can be based on Chernoff bound directly.
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Remark 2.35. The coordination part of ciphertext enables dishonest receiver to
distinguish which type of encryption algorithm was used. The receiver can use
this information to select appropriate faking algorithm. If DenEnc was used, the
receiver takes Open1

B, and if Enc was used, he takes Open2
B. As a result, we have a

scheme that is flexibly bideniable and flexibly receiver deniable at the same time,
and the receiver uses the same faking algorithm in both cases.
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3. Plan-ahead and
Steganographic Schemes

The most primitive steganographic PKE scheme can be obtained by running a
simulatable scheme twice in the dishonest case, and by sampling of the second
part of the key and ciphertext obliviously in the honest case. To fit our definition,
dishonest receiver needs to distinguish which encryption algorithm was used. This
is either supported by the simulatable scheme directly (oblivious ciphertext is de-
tectable), or we can wrap the encrypted message by a public redundancy function
(padding). Oblivious ciphertext has invalid padding with high probability.

In the shared-key setting, construction of steganographic scheme is even eas-
ier. Typical SKE scheme is a block cipher used in some standard mode, or a
stream cipher. Both kinds support oblivious ciphertext generation, so the above
described public-key scheme works as well in the shared-key setting with one dif-
ference. Second part of the key is no longer revealed, instead it is claimed not to
be sampled at all.

For shared-key setup, this construction may be modified to obtain plan-ahead
scheme. The dishonest scheme is the same as before, honest scheme chooses
randomly which part of the ciphertext will be used. Unfortunately, this strength-
ening is not applicable to public-key schemes. Main difficulty is that the sender
does not know which public key to use in the honest scheme — receiver knows
the private key just for one of the public keys. To overcome this difficulty,
O’Neill et al. [OPW11] suggested to use flexibly-deniable scheme to deliver two
symmetric keys. The sender may use any of them or both, the parties may later
fake one of them to all-zero key.

3.1 Hiding Messages in Encryption Randomness

The following constructions are inspired by ElGamal-based deniable scheme of
Klonowski et al. [KKK08] which we will describe later. In this section, we only
construct shared-key steganographic schemes.

All previous constructions of steganographic schemes created an artificial ran-
dom part of the ciphertext that is used for hiding messages. Another option is
to use random padding already present in standard schemes. The advantage is
obvious. Claiming that honest scheme was used is more plausible, because the
scheme is widely deployed. The disadvantage is that this requires a shared secret
s from a suitable set S which works as a one-time pad for the hidden message. In
addition, for some schemes, dishonest encryption algorithm requires secret key of
the honest scheme.

Let us first discuss the choice of s. For one-time setting, we may use s directly.
Because the same s cannot be reused, the parties need to have a large list of these
keys. Another option is using s′ = hs(mf ), hs being a suitable hash function. This
is possible, because the honest decryption algorithm retrieves mf . However, it
gets a bit tricky to formulate requirements on the set of hash functions if we do
not want to prove security in the random oracle model. Moreover, one has to
take care that the same mf is not used, otherwise we get the same s′. Finally,
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we may use s = (k, v) as a key and initialization vector for self-synchronizing
stream cipher (a stream cipher is self-synchronizing if its output is a function of
the key and recent part of the ciphertext). Each time a fresh s′ is needed, the
cipher is used with the key k and randomness from previous executions. Because
it is a stream cipher, its output is pseudorandom. If a few ciphertexts are lost,
the cipher is resynchronized after some time without the need of new generation
of s. However, the scheme is no longer stateless as required by our definition of
steganographic encryption.

Now let us discuss requirements on the honest scheme. Let S = (Gen,Enc,Dec)
be a PKE or SKE scheme. If Enc has invertible sampling, we may construct a
bideniable scheme. The hidden message is xored by s, and the result is used as
the encryption randomness. The inversion algorithm enables the receiver to re-
construct the hidden message. Similar situation is when Enc has trapdoor invert-
ible sampling where trapdoor is the secret key of the honest scheme. Sometimes,
knowledge of the secret key of honest scheme allows to construct the ciphertext by
an algorithm that has invertible sampling. However, we loose sender-deniability,
because the sender may not obtain the honest encryption randomness. Some-
times, even this is impossible, but the alternative encryption algorithm may com-
bine the hidden message and randomness in a different way that allows, with the
knowledge of algorithm randomness, to retrieve the hidden message. This is the
case of ElGamal scheme.

3.1.1 OAEP

Optimal asymmetric encryption padding (OAEP) [BR94] allows transformation
of deterministic PKE schemes (e.g., RSA) into probabilistic. OAEP modifies the
message before it is encrypted, and restores it after decryption. Moreover, it has
invertible sampling, so the whole encryption algorithm has trapdoor invertible
sampling.

The scheme requires two hash functions G and H. Given the message m and
random padding r, the scheme computes X = (m, 0 . . . 0)⊕G(r), Y = H(X)⊕ r,
and outputs X, Y . The inverse is r = H(X)⊕ Y , (m, 0 . . . 0) = X ⊕G(r).

3.1.2 ElGamal

With the knowledge of secret key, ElGamal scheme [ElG84] allows to construct
the ciphertext using an alternative algorithm that has a second input which can
be restored with the knowledge of algorithm randomness. This was observed by
Klonowski et al. [KKK08].

Let us first describe the honest scheme. Let G be a cyclic group (multiplicative
notation will be used) where the DDH (decisional Diffie-Hellman) assumption
holds, let g be its generator. Message space is G, public-key space is G# =
G \ {1}, and private key space is the set of exponents E = {2, . . . , |G| − 1}. Key
generation algorithm samples x ∈ E uniformly, and sets y = gx. Private key is x,
and public key is y. Encryption algorithm samples k ∈ E uniformly, and sets
α = gk, β = m · yk, the ciphertext is c = (α, β). Decryption algorithm calculates
β ·α−x = m ·yk ·g−xk = m. IND-CPA security of the scheme is equivalent to DDH
assumption as shown by Tsiounis and Yung [TY98].
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The alternative encryption algorithm uses s′ ∈ E as its randomness, takes the
fake message mf , the hidden message m, and the private key x. The algorithm
computes α = gs

′ · m and β = ys
′ · mx · mf . The honest decryption algorithm

retrieves the fake message β ·α−x = ys
′ ·mx ·mf ·g−s

′x ·m−x = mf . The dishonest
decryption algorithm first obtains s′ (either from the stream cipher or by applying
a hash function to mf ), and then computes the hidden message m = α · g−s′ .

Security and deniability follow from the fact that when s′ is uniform, gs
′

is
uniform, and because group translation is bijective, α is uniform.
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4. Lattice-based Constructions

In this chapter, we will show basic ideas behind the construction of lattice-based
bideniable cryptosystem [OPW11].

4.1 Introduction to Lattice Cryptography

The work on lattice-based cryptography was initiated by Ajtai [Ajt96]. Since
then, the area developed quickly, and now lattices allow construction of wide set
of primitives with unique properties and security guarantees.

Definition 4.1. Let b1, . . . ,bm ∈ Rm be a set of linearly independent (column)
vectors. We identify them with a matrix B ∈ Rm×m. We call the set of all integer
linear combinations of these vectors

L(B) = {Bx | x ∈ Zm}

an m-dimensional (full-rank) lattice generated by B. The vectors B are called a
basis of L(B).

An equivalent definition of a lattice is that it is a discrete additive subgroup
of Rm generating the whole space. Basis of a lattice is not determined uniquely,
but all bases of the same lattice have equal cardinality.

Fundamental parallelepiped of L(B) (parallelepiped spanned by basis vectors)
is defined as P(B) = {Bx | x ∈ [0, 1)m}. Any point y ∈ Rm may be reduced
modulo P(B), i.e., there exists unique z ∈ L(B) so that y+z ∈ P(B). Thus, the
fundamental parallelepiped may be interpreted as a set of unique representatives
of all cosets of Rm/L(B). A dual lattice of L(B) is defined as

(L(B))∗ = {x ∈ Rm | ∀y ∈ L(B) : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Z},

and equals to L
(
(B−1)T

)
. From this it is clear that L∗∗ = L.

4.1.1 Gaussians

Gaussian (normal) distribution is an essential tool of lattice cryptography. One-
dimensional Gaussian function ρ : R→ (0, 1] is defined as ρ(x) = exp(−πx2), and
scaling of its argument is denoted as ρr(x) = ρ(x/r). Multi-dimensional gener-
alization ρmr : Rm → (0, 1] is defined multiplicatively as ρmr (x) =

∏m
i=1 ρr(xi) =

exp(−π ‖x/r‖2). Finally, let Dm
r : Rm → R, Dm

r (x) = r−mρmr (x). The function
Dm
r is a density function of continuous Gaussian distribution over Rm with stan-

dard deviation r
√
m/2π. It is sometimes called spherical Gaussian, because the

probability of a particular x depends only on the distance of x from 0. One may
apply a linear transformation to a spherical Gaussian to obtain non-spherical
Gaussian distribution.

For an m-dimensional lattice L and any point c ∈ Rm, the discrete Gaussian
distribution over the coset L+ c is defined as

DL+c,r(x) =
Dm
r (x)∑

y∈L+cD
m
r (y)

.
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The following definition is rather technical. We will give it just for complete-
ness, but we will use only its properties.

Definition 4.2 (Micciancio and Regev [MR04]). Let L be an m-dimensional
lattice and ε > 0. The smoothing parameter ηε(L) is the smallest s > 0 such that∑

0 6=y∈L∗ ρ
m
1/s(y) ≤ ε.

In the applications, ε will be a negligible function of m, and we will consider
a sequence of lattices with growing dimensions. The smoothing parameter deter-
mines behavior of Gaussians over this sequence. The following lemma says that
sampling from wide enough Gaussian and reducing the result modulo a lattice
gives uniform values.

Lemma 4.3 (Micciancio and Regev [MR04, Lemma 4.1]]). For any sequence of
m-dimensional lattices Lm, any sequence of cm ∈ Rm, any negligible ε(m), and
any r(m) ≥ ηε(m)(Lm), statistical distance of cm +Dm

r mod Lm to uniform over
Rm/Lm is bounded by ε(m)/2.

The next lemma is a special case of convolution theorem [Pei10, Theorem 3.1],
as given by O’Neill et al. [OPW11].

Lemma 4.4. Let Lm be a sequence of m-dimensional lattices, let r ≥ ηε for a
negligible ε. Let y← Dm

r , z← y+Dm
L−y,r, then z has marginal distribution Dm

r
√

2
,

up to negligible distance. If we condition on the value of z, we get that y has
distribution z/2 +Dm

r/
√

2
, up to negligible distance.

4.1.2 Hard Lattices and Trapdoors

In the following, we will work with a matrix A ∈ Zn×mq . The parameter n is
interpreted as a master security parameter (i.e., it equals to κ in our notation).
For now, q is any function of n, and m is slightly bigger than n, say m = Cn log q
for some constant C. Given that, a uniformly random matrix A has rank n with
overwhelming probability [BM87].

Lemma 4.5. Let A ∈ Zn×mq be a full-rank matrix. Then the following sets are
mutually dual (full-rank) lattices.

Λ⊥q (A) = {x ∈ Zm | Ax = 0 (mod q)}
Λq(A) = {

(
ATx

)
/q + r | x ∈ Zn, r ∈ Zm}

Proof. Duality follows directly from the definition. They are full-rank, because
qZm ≤ Λ⊥q (A) and Zm ≤ Λq(A).

The lattice Λ⊥q (A) is sometimes scaled by factor q. In that case, both lattices
are integral and q-periodic. They can be viewed as q-ary codes, so that Λ⊥q (A)
has parity-check matrix A, and Λq(A) has generation matrix AT .

Let T = R/Z. Consider the following functions:

fA : Zm → Znq gA : Znq × Tm → Tm

z 7→ Az mod q (s, e) 7→
(
AT s

)
/q + e mod 1
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The mapping fA is surjective, and its kernel is Λ⊥q (A), so one may interpret

it as a reduction modulo Λ⊥q (A). Preimage f−1
A (u) is the coset z + Λ⊥q (A) for

any z such that Az = u. When z is sampled from wide enough Gaussian Dm
Zm,r,

the value fA(z) is statistically close to uniform (follows from Lemma 4.3). On
the contrary, if z is sampled from quite narrow discrete Gaussian, fA cannot be
inverted, i.e., it is impossible to sample from the input distribution conditioned
on the output value. In other words, it is impossible to sample from Dm

Λ⊥q (A)+z,r

given A, z, and small enough r only. The impossibility of calculating any short
preimage is called SIS (small integer solution) assumption, and it can be reduced
to certain worst-case lattice problems [Ajt96,MR04].

The mapping gA is injective given that its second argument is short enough.
That is quite reasonable assumption, as e is sampled from a narrow Gaussian
distribution (the error distribution). For uniform s, the output of gA(s, ·) is
pseudorandom by LWE (learning with errors) assumption. LWE also implies that
the function is one-way. LWE hardness may be reduced to worst-case problems
using quantum algorithms [Reg05], and in a few special cases, the quantum step
can be avoided [Pei09].

Although both fA and gA are one-way functions, there exist trapdoors that
make inverting possible. Originally, a short basis of Λ⊥q (A) was used as this
trapdoor [GPV08]. Such a basis need to be generated together with A using
techniques originally developed by Ajtai [Ajt99], and later improved by Peik-
ert [Pei10]. However, the algorithms are quite impractical. A recent result of
Micciancio and Peikert [MP12] improved both the trapdoor generation and in-
version algorithms significantly. The trapdoor is no longer a short lattice basis.
Instead, the inversions of fG and gG are possible for certain highly structured
public matrix G, and trapdoor is a randomization matrix R that reduces inver-
sion of fA and gA to the case of fG and gG, respectively.

In the following, let us assume that there exists an algorithm TrGen that
produces a uniformly matrix A ∈ Zn×mq and a trapdoor T. Furthermore, there
exists an algorithm TrInvG taking T and c ∈ Tm which computes the unique
values s ∈ Znq and Gaussian x ∈ Tm so that gA(s,x) = c. Similarly, we can
efficiently sample from Dm

Λ⊥q (A)+z,r
with the knowledge of T.

4.2 Cryptosystems

The first lattice based cryptosystem [AD97], although quite impractical, was
used by Canetti et al. [CDNO97] to construct a sender translucent set, using
the construction from Proposition 2.15. The same approach works for a more
modern cryptosystem [Reg05] that we will describe in the following. As a public
parameter, the system uses a uniform matrix A ∈ Zn×mq . Secret key is a uniform
s ∈ Znq , public key is a LWE-sample b = gA(s, e) ∈ Tm for a Gaussian e ∈ Tm
(sampled from Dm

β and reduced modulo 1), more precisely, we will only use the

discretized value b̃ = {bqbie mod q}mi=1 ∈ Zmq . For convenience, we merge A and

b̃ into a single matrix Ā = [AT | b̃]T .
To encrypt a bit m ∈ {0, 1}, the sender samples x ∈ Zm from narrow discrete

Gaussian Dm
r , and computes u = fĀ(x) ∈ Zn+1

q . The last component of u works
as a one-time pad for the message bit m — if m is 1, the value bq/2c is added to
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it. To decrypt, the receiver computes

[sT | −1]u = sTAx− b̃Tx = −qeTx−m bq/2c ≈ m bq/2c (mod q).

Clearly, the scheme is simulatable, as one may sample both the public key and
ciphertext without the knowledge of corresponding secret part. However, it is
not strongly simulatable, as the knowledge of secret key makes distinguishing
of oblivious and non-oblivious ciphertexts possible. Decryption of oblivious ci-
phertexts give uniform values modulo Zq while for non-oblivious ciphertexts, the
result is close to 0 or q/2 with high probability. That is a typical phenomenon of
lattice based schemes.

Gentry et al. [GPV08] created a dual cryptosystem to the one described above.
Roughly speaking, public key and ciphertext roles are swapped, and the same is
done for private key and encryption randomness. Public matrix A ∈ Zn×mq is
sampled uniformly, private key is a short Gaussian vector z ∈ Zm, public key is
u = fA(z). For convenience, we put Ā = [A | u] ∈ Zn×(m+1)

q and z̄ = [zT | −1]T .
In this notation, we get fĀ(z̄) = 0. Encryption procedure samples s ∈ Znq
uniformly, and computes c̄ = gĀ (s, x̄) for Gaussian error x̄ ∈ Tm+1. The last
coordinate of c̄ acts as a one-time pad for message encoded as m/2. Decryption
procedure computes

z̄T c̄ = z̄T ĀT s/q + z̄T x̄ = z̄T x̄ ≈ m/2 (mod 1).

Dual cryptosystem has a few interesting properties, in addition to simulatabil-
ity. At first, every element of Znq is a valid public key. Moreover, if A is generated
together with a trapdoor, one may efficiently invert gA to obtain secret key. This
allows to use the scheme in identity-based setting. Existence of many secret keys
for one public key suggests the connection to deniable encryption. We may ex-
tend the translucent set construction from Proposition 2.15 to get bitranslucent
set scheme. The key observation is that for valid T -sample (encryption of 1),
with the knowledge of trapdoor, we may generate an alternative private key that
presents the sample as uniform. The fake key needs to be correlated with the
error term x̄ to make the scalar product z̄T x̄ large enough so that it appears
uniform modulo 1 (by Lemma 4.3).

Note that because we do not know if some of the Gaussian sampling algorithms
has invertible sampling, the resulting bitranslucent set scheme can only fake the
secret key, not the entire Gen randomness, in the spirit of Remark 1.6.

Now we briefly describe the receiver faking algorithm. The faking procedure
aims to present a non-oblivious encryption as oblivious, i.e., make the decryption
algorithm output uniform value from T. For technical reasons, let us assume that
secret keys are sampled from the Gaussian Dm

r
√

2
which is slightly wider than the

original Dm
r . At first, the trapdoor is used to extract the value x̄ = (x, x′) from

the ciphertext. Then, a correlation coefficient ζ ← Dθ(r/β)2 is sampled where θ
is a parameter determining the correlation. The value y ← ζx + Dm√

r2−(βζ)2
is

sampled, and finally the fake key z̃← y +DΛ⊥(A)+z−y,r is generated.
Obviously, the fake key corresponds to the right public key. A rigorous proof

of deniability uses a few hybrid games that output (A,u, c̄, z̃). We will not show
it here, we will give just a sketch of basic steps. The main tool is convolution
theorem which allows to swap sampling of two Gaussian variables. By that, one
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can rewrite the faking game to sample z̃ first in the same way as the honest private
key. The next hybrid replaces part of the ciphertext using LWE assumption. In
fact, a generalized problem called extended LWE is used. The final step uses
Lemma 4.3 to show that the result is uniform.

Remark 4.6. We are able to fake non-oblivious ciphertext to oblivious one. An in-
teresting problem is to open non-oblivious ciphertext as non-oblivious encryption
of opposite message, i.e., to show flexible receiver-deniability of the GPV scheme.
Two approaches seems possible. The first is to modify the above described faking
algorithm. That may be quite hard, but it would result in a fast faking algo-
rithm. The second approach is to leverage the idea of rejection sampling that is
one of the core concepts of discrete Gaussian sampler [GPV08]. The adversary
sees the value z̄T x̄ which has some fixed distribution over T with density σ. Its
mean is either 0 or 1/2, depending on the contained message. The receiver faking
procedure will invoke the bideniable faking algorithm repeatedly, each time it
receives a fake key z̄i so that d = z̄T x̄ is uniform. The receiver returns this key
to the adversary with probability σ(d), otherwise she continues in the process.
By the same reason as in the discrete Gaussian sampler, we get the correct dis-
tribution. The only problem that may happen is that our algorithm is no longer
polynomial-time. To verify it, an explicit expression of σ would be required. We
leave this as an open problem.
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5. Steganographic Data Storage

In the most primitive form, a deniable storage can be created using a stegano-
graphically or plan-ahead receiver-deniable shared-key encryption scheme. How-
ever, for practical usage, we will need more than this basic solution provides. The
stored data have no structure. We can only insert one undeniable and one deni-
able bit string. It would be nice to have directory-like structure with some files
and directories undeniable, and some deniable. Even better, there could be nested
levels of deniability and/or multiple independent deniable sets of files/directories.
Stated as this, the deniability levels form a tree with undeniable (but encrypted)
root, each edge is associated a key, and to use the level (read and modify the
content), one need to know all keys along the path to the root, including the root
key. Such an access structure can be provided by many existing tools simply by
nesting.

When constructing storage scheme, one typically works with a fixed size stor-
age device (i.e., a set {0, 1}n). Because even honest users use the available space
only partially, there is a natural free space that cannot be avoided. Dishonest
user may exploit this fact, and use the free space to store deniable data.

Design of a deniable storage scheme needs to reflect user requirements. It is
unlikely that an universal solution can be found. Some users want high perfor-
mance while others require reliability.

5.1 Existing Tools

Development of the tools is quite rapid, so one should always check the current
status of available software. Here we mention just a few of them that are main-
tained at the time of writing. They are listed in Table 5.1. Detailed survey is out
of scope of this text.

Probably the most widespread tool is Truecrypt. This disk encryption soft-
ware support so-called hidden volumes. Each device contains either one or two
headers on defined locations. When provided with correct passwords, the tool
tries to decrypt both headers, and mounts the volume for which it was successful.

A more sophisticated access structure is provided by StegFS. It is a filesystem
based on ext2. However, the usage comfort is not very high.

A different approach is taken by DM-Steg. It is not a filesystem, but it works
in a lower layer. It provides several virtual block devices, on which a custom
filesystem can be made. True number of these devices cannot be determined, and
thus the existence of some of them can be denied.

From no-longer maintained projects, we mention Rubberhose filesystem and
PhoneBookFS.

5.2 Attacks

There are several attacks to deniable storage schemes [CHK+08]. The most dan-
gerous is unwanted leakage of deniable data to undeniable storage. That is very
hard to avoid, because the user wants to work with the deniable data. Some
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Name URL

Truecrypt http://www.truecrypt.org/

DM-Steg http://dmsteg.sourceforge.net/

StegFS [MK99] http://stegfs.sourceforge.net/

Table 5.1: Tools for deniable encryption

applications (or even the operating system) keep record of recently used files.
There are applications that create temporary copies of currently used files (e.g.,
for caching reasons, or because the application wants to modify the data, and
does not want to alter the original copy). Even if these copies are deleted on
application exit, they may resist in the unencrypted portions of system. This is
quite real when journaling filesystem is used. Such a filesystem tracks changes of
metadata which includes creation and deletion of files, and keep these information
in a ring buffer.

The probability of unwanted leakage can be reduced by using a deniable op-
erating system. That means to store an entire operating system on a deniable
storage, and access the data just through this system. However, this solution is
not very user-friendly.

Another type of attack is detection of spurious free space modification. If the
deniable storage scheme uses free space, and the user wants to modify stored data,
free areas needs to be modified. That may be detected if the adversary owns two
snapshots of the storage device image. Some modification of free space may be
caused by regular usage (e.g., creating and deleting of files), but such operations
typically use predictable positions on the device. Modification of deniable data
often changes bits very far from any stored data. This type of attack can be
avoided by a scheme that regularly moves both honest and dishonest data across
the device.
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Conclusion

The topic of plausible deniability is quite broad, and we could not include ev-
erything. However, we tried to show the most significant results in the area. In
the next few paragraphs, we mention some fields that we intentionally omitted.
At first, we do not discuss deniable encryption for protocols with more than two
parties. Introducing more parties may increase deniability, as more parties need
to be coerced to detect cheating. This is the case of bideniable construction of
Canetti et al. [CDNO97], and receiver-deniable scheme of Ibrahim [Ibr09b] that is
based on mediated RSA. On the other hand, more parties may be natural for the
protocol, and deniability may be studied as an additional property. An example
of this is multi-party computation in presence of coercive adversary, as studied
by Canetti and Gennaro [CG96].

Another omitted topic is identity-based deniable encryption. This is quite
natural property of schemes built from lattice-based IBE scheme [GPV08]. How-
ever, some other schemes may be adjusted for identity-based setting, and even
an abstract definition of identity-based deniable scheme may be provided. For
details, see an updated version of the paper of O’Neill et al. [OPW11].

We also omitted security against chosen ciphertext attacks [CDB12], as well
as other security notions that may be combined with deniability.

There are a few open problems. Indeed the most interesting one is existence
of a fully sender-deniable non-interactive scheme. No such construction has been
found since its initial statement, but there is no known way how to prove that it
should not be possible. The same situation is for interactive flavor of the problem.
For fully bideniable schemes, we do not know even a inverse-polynomial scheme,
and its existence is an open problem in both interactive and non-interactive set-
ting. Finally, we do not know whether a fully receiver deniable interactive scheme
exists. Recall that the current feasibility results can be found in Table 1.1.

However, even if the schemes are known for a particular flavor, they are often
very inefficient and thus impractical. It seems that the only schemes that are
usable for larger data transfers are plan-ahead and steganographic schemes. It
is therefore an interesting problem to find more efficient schemes, or to prove
that certain bounds cannot be crossed. Another direction of further research is
identification of deniability properties of schemes that were not explicitly designed
to support it. Flexible deniability is a lot more plausible when the honest scheme
was known before it was incorporated into a deniable scheme.
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Attachments

Attachments are packed into a single TAR GZ archive. Each attachment has its
own directory mentioned in the listing below.

1. fbd-distinguisher-source: Source code of the fully-bideniable scheme
distinguisher.

2. fbd-distinguisher-results: Output produced by the fully-bideniable
scheme distinguisher.
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